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ABSTRACT 

The effect of linear variation in the radial direction of some circular plates on the 

acoustic radiation is investigated. The procedure involves development and solution of 

the equation of motion for circular plates varying linearly in the radial direction. The 

Rayleigh surface integral (far-field) and the surface integration (series) methods are then 

used to approximate the acoustic radiation from the planar vibrating surfaces. Three end 

thicknesses (varying slopes for the non-uniform plates) are studied in which free and 

forced vibration are considered for clamped and simply supported boundary conditions. 

A comparison of the relevant acoustic radiation phenomena is made with the 

findings from uniform circular plates. This analysis provides a basis for understanding 

the influence of the linear variation on the vibratory characteristics, and hence the 

acoustic radiation of the plates. It is found that for plates with the same end thickness, 

linearly varying plates (thickness increasing radially outwards) radiate more acoustic 

energy at a given mode than their uniform counterparts. In addition, simply supported 

plates radiate more acoustic energy at a given frequency. 

Forcing increases the acoustic radiation of the plates at specific modes resulting in 

spectra that are characteristic of vibrating plates in light fluid medium (air in this case) 

even though the effects of fluid loading are neglected. Ln addition, the farfield acoustic 

radiation manifested directivity with the polar angle. 

The plate dimensions and other parameters used in this research were selected in 

line with thin plate theory. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introductory Remarks 

When engineering structures are subjected to mechanical vibrations, they produce 

sound which may or may not be audible. This is a result of the acoustic response of the 

fluid medium to some radiating surface. Acoustics has gained a lot of interest as an 

important research area in the last half of a century. A number of research centers and 

institutions are currently conducting research in this field including architectural, 

structural, aero-, thermo-, underwater, atmospheric, and environmental acoustics, besides 

several other areas in that field. 

Beams, plates and shells are the main elements used in the design of most 

engineering structures which are normally subjected to mechanical vibrations of some 

kind. Noise, which results from such vibrations, is the undesired radiated sound which is 

a concern and must be considered in engineering design. Noise control has become an 

integral part of the engineering design process. Engineers, therefore, are faced with the 

task of developing ways of minimizing noise levels, which is commonly referred to as 

noise control. Applications are in the field of industrial machinery and equipment, 

aeronautic vehicles, and air conditioning systems among others. In most cases, 

satisfactory analytical approximations to acoustic radiation are obtained through the 

Rayleigh integral and boundary integral methods, the former being computationally 

expensive. 



Fig. 1.1 is a diagrammatic representation of the acoustical response from vibrating 

structures. The structure is subjected to both mechanical and fluid forces. Mechanical and 

fluid coupling result from the interaction between the stmcture and the respective forces. 

Radiation loading by the structure on the fluid causes pressure fluctuations in the 

medium, and hence the acoustic response referred to as acoustic radiation. However the 

problem under investigation employs linear acoustics theory which neglects the effects of 

fluid coupling. 

1.2 Literature Review 

1.2.1 Vibration of Plates 

The analysis of the vibration of plates is well documented by Leissa (1969) and 

includes a variety of geometry and boundary conditions, and the effects of anisotropy, in-

plane forces and varying thickness. In addition, Leissa (1978, 1981) outiined a summary 

of researches into other complicating effects including surrounding media for instance air 

or water, large (nonlinear) deflections, shear deformation, rotary inertia and non-

homogeneity. 

1.2.2 Variable Thickness 

The effect of variable thickness in plates is the introduction of variable 

coefficients in the differential equation of motion., thereby making the closed form 

solution difficult to obtain. In the case of circular plates, rotational symmetric loading and 

geometry are the most widely encountered in engineering. The transverse vibration of 

circular and plates of varying thickness has several engineering applications including 
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mirrors and lenses in optical systems, steam turbine disks and clutches and pistons of 

reciprocating engines. The thickness of such plates is a function of the radial distance, 

and the acting load is symmetrical with respect to the center of the plate. 

According to Timoshenko (1959), the bending and vibrations of axisymmetric 

circular plates of variable thickness did not receive attention until 1918, when a 

theoretical investigation was published by Holzer. This was necessitated by the need to 

understand the behavior of turbine discs which basically involve bending of plates in 

which the thickness and loading possess rotational symmetry. Since then, a number of 

papers have been published on the subject. 

The vibrations of both rectangular and circular plates of variable thickness dates 

back to Olsson (1934, 1940, 1942-3). However, Appl and Byers (1965) reported that 

documentation appeared for the first time through Mazurkiewicz (1960). The study was 

limited to the fiindamental frequency of a rectangular plate. The procedure involved 

formulating the general problem in integral form and reducing it to an infinite system of 

linear differential equations. The eigenvalues were not exact since they were obtained as 

roots of an infinite determinant. They improved on the method and found the upper and 

the lower bounds for the fundamental frequency of a simply supported rectangular plate 

with linearly varying thickness in one direction, for several taper ratios and geometry. 

Conway (1948, 1955, 1957-8), conducted numerous studies on symmetrically 

loaded circular plates using a variety of radially varying thickness. He emphasized the 

mathematical difficulties encountered in solving differential equations relating to cases of 

variable thickness, and suggested ways of dealing with such problems. Petrina and 

Conway (1972) derived the exact solution for a rectangular plate with thickness varying 
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exponentially in one direction. In addition, Conway et al. (1964) determined the 

vibration frequencies of tapered bars and circular plates with different geometry and 

boundary conditions. Essenburg (1958) investigated axially symmetric plates of variable 

thickness taking into account the effects of transverse shear deformation and normal 

stress thereby meeting all the boundary conditions at the edges of the plates. The 

deflection at the middle surface was compared to that obtained by Conway (1957) . 

Plunkett (1963) used the beam theory to calculate the natural frequencies of uniform and 

non-uniform rectangular cantilever plates. The results compared well with experimental 

ones even for higher modes. Petrina and Conway (1972) computed numerically the 

deflection and bending moments using the above solution. Bastin and Delchambre (1972) 

investigated a rectangular plate with linearly varying thickness for a simply supported 

plate Chen (1976) studied the vibrations of plates with nonuniform thickness, arbitrarily 

shaped, with different boundary conditions. 

Laura et al. (1981) and Gelos et al. (1981) used Galerkin and Ritz methods to 

study circular plates of variable thickness using polynomial thickness variation. Gorman 

(1983) and Lai and Gupta (1982) studied variable thickness circular plates having polar 

orthotropy and linearly varying thickness using Finite element and Chebyshev 

techniques, respectively. 

Laura and Grossi (1978), and Laura et al. (1977, 1981-2) wrote several papers 

dealing with circular plates of varying thickness, either subjected to inplane forces and 

elastically restrained against rotation, or the former (Fig. 1.2 and Fig. 1.3). Banjaree (1976) 

analyzed the axisymmetric modes of plates having linear and parabolic thickness. 

Ramaiah and Vijayakumar (1975), Soni and Amba-Rao (1975) Soni (1974) and Raju et 
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al. (1974) considered the vibrations of annular circular plates with linear thickness 

variation, employing different edge-conditions. Prasad et al. (1972) used thin plate theory 

to investigate the free axisymmetric vibrations of clamped and simply supported circular 

plates with linearly varying thickness for different values of taper constant. The 

transverse deflection was expressed as infinite series of the radius. 

Kirkhope and Wilson (1972) used the finite element method to study the free 

vibrations of circular and annular plates with linear and parabolic variation in thicloiess 

and found them comparable with other available exact solutions. 

Mirza et al. (1985) studied the vibrations of cantilevered triangular plates of 

variable thickness and determined their natural frequencies and mode shapes using the 

finite element approach. The variation in thickness was taken to be linear in the spanwise 

and chord wise directions. Four principal non-dimensional geometric parameters were 

used namely the aspect ratio, the sweepback angle and the thickness ratios in the two 

coordinate directions. A nine degree of freedom triangular plate bending element was 

used because of its simplicity and accuracy. 

1.2.3 Acoustic Radiation 

The sound produced by vibrating mechanical stmctures is transferred into the 

surrounding medium in form of acoustic energy, hence the term acoustic radiation. 

Suzuki and Tichy (1981) investigated the sound radiation from convex and 

concave rigid diaphragms that were represented by portions of a spherical surface for 

purposes of modeling a direct radiator loudspeaker. A modified version of the least 

square error method, which is a weighted residual method, was used in the study. The 
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results of pressure responses, radiation impedances and directivity patterns were 

compared with those of a uniform circular diaphragm of the same radius. 

Wallace (1972) theoretically determined the radiation resistance of a beam from 

the total acoustic power radiated into the far-field. The beam was supported in an infinite 

baffle with hinged and clamped supports asymptotic solutions were derived for 

frequencies below some critical frequency. Curves for low- and high-frequency 

asymptotic solutions were obtained through numerical integration for the first ten modes 

of beams with different width-to-length ratios. It was observed that for frequencies below 

the critical value, the ratio of the radiation resistance of a clamped beam to that of a beam 

hinged at both ends decreased asymptotically with the mode number. However, the 

radiation resistance of all modes increased with the beam-to-length ratio. In an analogous 

analysis, Wallace (1972) theoretically determined the radiation resistance corresponding 

to the natural modes of a finite rectangular panel, assumed to be simply supported in an 

infinite baffle, from the total energy radiated to the far-field. Asymptotic solutions for the 

low-frequency region were derived and through numerical integration, curves covering 

the entire frequency range for various mode shapes and aspect ratios were obtained. It 

was observed that when the ratio of the acoustic wave number to the aspect ratios was 

much less than unity, the radiation resistance for all the nodes was a minimum if the 

intra-nodal area is square, and increased with the aspect ratio of the intra-nodal area. 

Feit (1966) obtained expressions for the acoustic pressure radiated by an infinite 

elastic plate excited by a time-harmonic point force or moment. The resuhs were valid for 

frequencies above and below the coincidence frequency. Below coincidence, the pressure 

pattern was nondirective and insensitive to structural damping but above coincidence, he 
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pressure patterns became directive and the peak pressures could be reduced significantiy 

by structural damping. 

Hasegawa and Yosioka (1969) determined the acoustic radiation force on a solid 

sphere suspended freely in a plane progressive sound field. The experimental resuhs were 

in good agreement with the theory in that the curves for radiation force versus kd 

showed sharp maxima and minima corresponding to resonance in every normal mode of 

the free vibration of the sphere. 

Magrab and Reader (1968) obtained an expression for the farfield pressure 

radiated by an extensive thin elastic and isotropic plate bounded on one side by an 

infinite fluid medium when the plate is excited by a time-varying point load. The farfield 

pressure radiated by one side of the plate was obtained by solving the partial differential 

equations describing the transverse displacement of the plate and the velocity potential of 

the fluid coupled by the continuity condition at the plate-fluid interaction. 

Nakayama, Nakamura and Takeuchi (1980) conducted both theoretical and 

experimental studies of a plane single sound pulse impinging normally on a clamped 

circular plate. The exact motion of the plate, set in a rigid wall, was analyzed. The piston

like and flexural vibrations of the plate were superposed. After the first shock, the 

resulting radiated waves due to the piston motion dominated those of the flexural 

vibrations as the distance from the plate increased, The sound insulation effect was 

evaluated in terms of the insertion loss taking into account both the insulation 

characteristics of the plate and the propagation behavior in the semi-infinite space. There 

was reasonable agreement between the calculated and the observed results of radiated 

waveforms and insertion loss. 
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Maidanik (1967) computed the far-field acoustic radiation from a driven infinite 

plate backed by a parallel infinite baffle. The influence of fluid loading and the location 

of the infinite baffle were found to have a considerable effect on the far-field acoustic 

pressure. In another study, Maidanik (1967) considered a plate covered uniformly and 

completely by a coating either on the front or back surface of the plate, and facing the 

baffle, to account for different fluids occupying the space in the front of the plate and in 

the cavity back of the plate. 

Sung and Jan (1997) investigated, both analytically and experimentally, the active 

sound control from a clamped rectangular plate by employing destructive interference to 

reduce the sound field. Four point moments were used to achieve the control by 

simulating a piezoceramic patch bonded directly on the surface of the plate. The authors 

also reported that recent research suggested that stmcturally radiated noise might be 

better controlled by applying vibrational forces directly to the radiating structure. 

In one recent case of radiation sound power reduction, Gibbs et al. (2000) 

demonstrated the active structural acoustic control using multiple input/output adaptive 

sensori-actuators with radiation filters and a feedback control. A new method, termed 

radiation modal expansion (RME) has been developed for that purpose. It includes a 

reduction in the order of modeling/design of radiation filters through some radiation 

matrix by reducing transfer functions. Radiated sound power has been reduced in the 

order of 5dB in the frequency range 0-800Hz. 



1.2.4 Sound Intensity 

The term sound intensity describes the acoustic intensity in a medium on a surface 

which is ideally coincident with the radiating sfructure. Most surfaces radiate true sound 

pressure at frequencies above the coincidence or critical frequency. This is the frequency 

at which the phase speed of flexural waves coincides with the speed of sound in the 

ambient fluid medium. The particle velocity in the acoustic medium close to the vibrating 

surface is assumed to be equal to that of the vibrating surface itself, therefore it is 

sufficient to measure the velocity of the structure using accelerometers. 

Determination of sound power close to the radiating surface from sound intensity 

measurements is at times impossible. Estimates of sound power from intensity 

measurements from radiating surfaces are inaccurate (Krishnappa, 1982). The formulated 

computer models simulate the sound power determination using intensity measurements 

for purposes of clarifying the accuracy issue, development of standards and training of 

practitioners (Laville and Nicolas, 1992). The simulation and theoretical considerations 

are used to investigate the accuracy of sound power determination and validate the 

evaluation against sampling and phase mismatch errors. 

The conventional way of sound power determination from a radiating source is 

through sound pressure measurements using the procedures outlined in ISO standards 

3740 to 3747 (Tandon, 1988). However, the standards are limited due to the high cost of 

the equipment requirements and they are unsuitable for use in noisy environments. 

Consequently, the ISO 9614 (ISO, 1993) was developed to complement the ISO 3470 to 

ISO 3747. It specifies ways of determining in situ sound power from sources within 

specific ranges of uncertainty. 



1.3 Scope of Current Research 

A lot of research has been done on the acoustic radiation from planar vibrating 

sources, especially plates. Kompella (1994) and Rahman and Ertas (1994) analytically 

studied the acoustic radiation from uniform rectangular and circular plates with the same 

area but different boundary conditions for various thickness and aspect ratios, and 

damping constants. Results indicated that for lower modes, the acoustic radiation 

increases with the increase in thickness ratio and a decrease in aspect ratio. The reverse 

was true for higher modes. For fixed edges, the acoustic power radiation for the circular 

plate was higher compared with the rectangular plate. The reverse was again tme for 

simply supported edges. Uniform loading of the circular plate showed some marked 

increase in the acoustic radiation at the natural frequencies of the plate. 

Akkaya (1999) investigated the acoustic radiation from pistons and plates using both 

the far-field and surface integration approaches. Triangular, rectangular, circular and 

elliptical geometry were considered. Clamped and simply supported plates were studied. 

The results of the surface integration approach were comparable to those of the far-field 

integration method for low frequencies. 

Cote et al. (1998) reported that for wide spectral excitation, rotation has negligible 

effect on the acoustic radiation of discs, and that narrow-band excitation gave different 

results with or without rotation. The study of acoustic radiation from clamped and simply 

supported (i.e., non-rotating) discs therefore provides a good approximation of the 

rotating case. In this study, radiation from circular plates with linear variation in the 

radial direction is investigated from the planar side. The analysis ma_\ also be extended to 
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nearly planar surfaces, that is surfaces with small taper ratios. This allows for the use of 

the two approaches for computing the acoustic radiation, namely the far-field and surface 

integration methods. Aluminum and steel plates of equal diameter are considered, under 

clamped and simply supported conditions. The results are compared with those of 

uniform circular plates. Analysis is extended to higher modes, but the first three modes 

are kept into perspective due to their importance in the design of most engineering 

structures. 

1.4 Objective 

To analytically investigate the acoustic radiation from a circular plate LVRD 

using both the far-field and surface integration approaches. The specific objectives 

included comparing the LVRD and uniform circular plates by studying the variation of: 

1. acoustic radiation with the natural frequencies of the plate (free vibration). 

2. acoustic radiation with the forcing frequencies (forced vibration). 

3. acoustic intensity with the polar angle. 

4. radiation efficiency with frequency of the vibrating plate (surface integration). 
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Mechanical and Fluid 
Forces (air, water.etc.) 

A / Structure \ 

V (e.g., Plate) J 

\ ' 

Mechanical 
Response 

^ ' 

Acoustical 
Response 

1.1. Acoustical response of vibrating stmctures 



h --hQ{\^c-g) 

1.2. Circular plate: variable thicloiess elastically restrained against rotation; free 
vibration (Laura and Grossi, 1978). 
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1.3. Circular plate: variable thickness elastically restrained against rotation-forced 
vibration (Laura e/a/., 1977). 
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1.4. Thin lineady varying clamped (top) and simply supported (bottom) circular plate 
under study. -
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CHAPTER 2 

ACOUSTIC RADIATION THEORY 

2.1 Methodology 

The development of the model equations for the acoustic radiation from planar or 

near planar vibrating surfaces emanates from the analytical displacement ftinctions. 

Kirchhoff s thin plate bending theory is employed in the derivation of the equation of 

motion of a vibrating plate. The effects of shear and rotary inertia are therefore neglected. 

2.2 Assumptions 

The assumptions employed in thin plate vibration analysis include the following: 

1. The deflections are small compared with the plate thickness. 

2. Only transverse displacement occurs. 

3. The plate is considered elastic, homogeneous and isotropic. 

4. The plate has uniform thickness. 

5. The mid-surface of the plate is neutral during bending. 

6. Transverse shear and rotary inertia are negligible. 

7. Plate cross-sectional areas remain the same after deformation. 

Additional assumptions in this analysis include no damping in the system, and no in-

plane forces. 
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2.3 Procedure 

The solution to the governing equation of motion is obtained analytically. In the 

far-field approach, the displacement function is differentiated to obtain the velocity, 

which is then introduced into the formulation for determining the pressure field and 

finally the acoustic power radiation. In the surface integration method, the velocity and 

its complex conjugate are employed in the seven-term expression for approximating the 

sound power radiated from the vibrating surface. Since, in practice, the power radiated 

from common sources varies over a wide range of magnitude, sound power radiation is 

expressed conveniently on a logarithmic scale. The common logarithmic scale is the 

decibel, denoted by dB. The decibel represents a measure of the sound power relative to a 

reference sound power, normally 1 pW (picowatt). By definition, sound power level 

(PWL) is expressed as 

W 
PWL = \0\og , (2.1) 

K 
where 

W = radiated sound power, watts 

lî ,̂  = reference power, 10" watt. 

2.3.1 Far-field Approach 

This approach uses the Rayleigh surface integral to calculate the acoustic 

pressure, acoustic intensity and hence the acoustic power radiation from a plate vibrating 

in an infinite baffle as shown in Fig. 2.1. Each elemental area on the plate surface is 

assumed to be a point source of sound wave and their individual contributions are 
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summed to yield the total acoustic power radiation. The formula was developed by 

Ra>leigh and has been in use for o\'er a century. The detailed derivations ha\-e been 

outlined recently by Kompella (1994) and Rahman and Ertas (1994) and Akkaya (1999). 

An outline is given in Appendix Bl. In summary, the time-dependent farfield complex 

acoustic pressure, p(/?,(/),0), in rectangular coordinates is given by 

p(R,<f),ej) = -i 

where. 

^p cexp[-/(co/ + kR)] 

2nR 

(p = kx sinO cos(j) 

Y = kysmOsm(j) 

\y(x,y)exp[-i((p + y)]dA, (2.2) 

and R » r 

2.1. Schematic of the problem 

and in cylindrical coordinates by 
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p(R,,l>,e,t) = _ikpc^xv[-i(cot-kR)] 

2;r/? (2.3) 
X 1̂  v(r, a ) exp[-/A: sin B cos(0 - a )]rdrda. 

Suppressing the time-dependent term exp(-i(ot), Junger and Feit (1972) expressed the 

far-field average acoustic intensity as 

-P,c 

This is the time-averaged rate at which acoustic energy is propagated per unit area. 

Integrating the above expression over a hemisphere enclosing the vibrating surface yields 

the far-field acoustic power radiation given by 

PwJR,(t>,e) = 7 "f k i M l M _ ^ 2 sin0^0^^ (2.5) 

2.3.2 Surface Integration Approach 

This approach is suitable for baffled and unbaffled plates. The real acoustic 

intensity is integrated over the surface of the vibrating structure (Williams, 1983; Snyder 

and Tanaka, 1995; Sung and Jan, 1997). The acoustic pressure is determined in terms of 

surface velocity, using the Rayleigh integral. Detailed derivations are included in 

Appendix B2 and Akkaya (1999), in addition to the foregoing references. In effect, the 

acoustic power output is expressed in rectangular coordinates as 

pc « (-l)"'A:2('"+i) „, 2(m-n 2i(m\(2{m-l)\(2l'\ 
P„ =-^—Jl S E E 

4K m=o ( 2 O T - I - 1 ) ! /=0 P=0 </=0 vO ^ J (2.6) 

X jv(x',v')'V"' v'" c^x'Lly'jv*(x^•)x'""''^-''y"-"d.xdy^ 
s s 
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and in cylindrical coordinates as 

P.. 
pc .^(-l)"'/t-^"'""' '" 2(ffl-/) 2/ z S E E 

p J U ; 4;r /»=o (2/;/4-1)! /=o p=o </ 

X |v(/-'^')r"'^^ (cosa')' '(sina')Vc/r'Ja' 
.V 

><\v*(rfx)r'"'-''-\co^af"-'-'-''(sinaf'"'rdrda. 

(2.7) 

where = a!/(a-6)!Z)!. The power may be approximated by seven terms, that is 

taking w=0,l. Summing up to m=2 resuhs in 19 terms with no appreciable improvement 

in the power approximation for low kd values, which the approach is valid for. The 

representative dimension d of the vibrating sfructure is the plate diameter in this study. 

Low kd values may actually refer to reasonably high frequencies. 

The seven terms used in the determination of acoustic radiation using the surface 

integration approach are included in Appendix F. 

2.3.3 Fourier Transform Approach 

In this approach also, the acoustic radiation is approximated using the expression 

for calculating the real power radiated into the hemisphere, as in the surface integration 

approach, that is 

P,, = - R e 
9 

I pv*dA (2.8) 

where 

p = surface pressure, 

V * = complex conjugate of surface velocity, and 
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A = area of radiating surface. 

The equation is then transformed into the acoustic wave number space to give the relation 

P. = ^ R e 1 v(^.,^.) 
dkdk 

y (2.9) 
\k'-{k;^-k;) 

where k^ =ksmQcos^ and ^„ = ^sin0sin(/) (Williams, 1998). The analytical Fourier 

transform v(k^,k^,), when expressed in Maclaurin series expansion without carrying out 

any integration, represent the acoustic power radiation. However, the above expression 

may not be easy to evaluate analytically hence the need to use the surface integration 

approach. 

2.4 Radiation Efficiency 

The radiation efficiency of a baffled plate is defined as (Wallace, 1972): 

Pw 

4pcLBl\v\ 

where 

Pw = mean radiation from the planar baffled side of the plate, 

L,B= length, breadth of plate, and 

|v| ) = temporal and spatial factor of the square of the surface velocity, 

which is expressed as 

j — v'(x,y)dxdy. (2.11) 
4LBA2 

The velocity v(x, v) is obtained by differentiating the time-dependent displacement 

function of the vibrating plate. Thus, the radiation efficiency may be expressed in 

rectangular coordinates as 
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pc\v'(x,y)dxdy 

and in cylindrical coordinates as 

Pw 
£,„„ = -^ • ( 2 . L 

1 
i 

Pw 
e = - — . (2.13) 

pc\v\r,a)rdrda 
2 . 
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CHAPTER 3 

CIRCULAR PLATES: LINEARLY-VARYING IN RADIAL DIRECTION 

3.1 Introductory Remarks 

There exist a number of methods for the derivation of the equations of motion of 

vibrating plates. It is easier to formulate such equations in rectangular coordinates and 

then transform them into cylindrical coordinates to facilitate the study of axisymmetric 

problems. The extended Hamilton's principle is appropriate for modeling the vibrating 

uniform plate problem. The derivation yields both the equation of motion and its 

respective boundary conditions. Alternatively, moment equations may be used but they 

do not indicate the nature of the boundary conditions. Nevertheless, when dealing with 

plates whose edge conditions are known, the latter procedure yields results that are fairly 

accurate. 

3.2 Mathematical Modeling 

The equation of motion for plates with varying thickness is derived using the 

assumption that there is no abrupt variation in thickness. Therefore the moment 

equations for plates of constant thickness are used, with reasonable accuracy, for that 

purpose. Thus 

Mx^-P* 
(2 2 ^ 

d w d w 

My^-P' 
(d\' d^w^ 

• + v-9 9 
dy"^ dx^ 
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M ={\-v)D--
rx 

d \ 

'xdy 
(3.: 

Substituting equations (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) into the equilibrium equation, and by 

Newton's second law gives the expression 

^ji^J Mv _ 9 . 

dx' dr 
Mxy , , d^w 

= -/?(x,>;) + OT—^ 
dxdy 

(3.4) 

The details of this derivation, for a plate in rectangular coordinates, are given in 

Appendix Al . 

Since the flexural rigidity is now a function of the space coordinates 

i.e. D = D{x,y), we can write eqn (3.4) as 

D 
dx' 

d\v d'v'^ 
• + -

dx'dy' dy 

dD d (d'w 

+ 
5 2 ^ ^ . 2 . . . ^2,.,^ 

+ 2 
dx dx dx' 

--I-V-
^^r^ 

dy-

^dD d 
+ 2 

dy dy 

( a2 -<1 

' d w c 11' + v-

dx' ^ 

+( l -v ) 

dx' 
• + v-

d'w 

d/ 
+ • 

d'Dfd'w 

dy- dy' 
• + v-

d'w^ 

d.x-
+ 2vD-

dUv 

dx'dy' 
-IvD 

dy' dx' 

d'w 
2 ^ . 2 dx'dy 

(3.5) 

, d'D d'w ^dD d 
2 + 2 

dxdy dxdy dx dx 

^d'w^ 

K^' J 

dD^d_ 

dy dy 

' d w ^ 

KSX'J 

Introducing the notations 

V^ = 
d d 

• + • 
dx' dy' 

(3.6) 

and 

I -̂1 
V'' = 

cr ^ d' d 
+ 2—^—- + 

4 ^ 

(3.7) 
dx' dx'd)- dy' 

into Equation 3.5 and simplifying yields the equation of motion of an element in the 

transverse direction given by 
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DV'w + 2 — — y'w + 2——V'w + y'DV'w 
dx dx dy dy 

( -<i 

- ( 1 - v ) 
2 \ 

dx' dy' dxdy dxdy dy' dx' 

d'w ^ 

(3.8) 

where the flexural rigidity D = D(x.y) = [Eh^ ix,y) /12(1 - v")] , E being Young's 

modulus, the mass per unit area m = ph(x,y) and v the Poisson's ratio. 

If the thickness variation is in the lateral direction only, the equation of motion 

reduces to 

dD d d'D ( ca 
DV'w + 2 ^ ^ — V ' M ' + - , 

dx dx dx' 

d w d w 2...\ 

• + v-
dx' dy' 

d'w , 
+ m—Y^p{x,y,t). 

(3.9) 

In cylindrical coordinates, this can be written as 

y'(DV'w) - (1 - v)F(D,w,r,Q) + m - ^ = p(r,t), 
dt' 

(3.10) 

where 

F(D,w.r,6) 

d'D 

dr 

1 dw 1 o~w 
+ -T T 

r dr r' dO' 

- 2 — 
dr 

(\dD^ d ^ 

r dO 

d'M 

dw'^ 

dr' 

r dO 

1 dD 

V 

1 d'D^ 

r dr r' dO' 
• + 

(3. 

For an axisymmetric problem, w is independent of 0 and this expression reduces to 

F(D.w.r) = 
d'Dfldw^ d'\ 

dr' r dr j dr' 
1 ^ 
^r dr ^ 
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1 d 
Recalling that V = — + - , substituting Equation 3.12 into Equation 3.10, and 

dr' r dr 

manipulating yields 

D 
^d'w Idw^^^' 

dr^ r dr 

d'w \ dw 

dr' r dr 

d'D{ d'w V dw^ 
+ — 

dr' dr r dr J 

dp_ 
dr 

^ d w 2 + v d'w 1 dw 

dr'' r dr' r' dr 
d'w 

+ m—r-= P(r,t). 
dt' 

(3.13) 

Since 
f d'w \dM'^^ ^-

+-dr r dr 

d'w 1 dw 

dr' r dr /• dr dr 

\ d ( dw 
r 

r dr dr 
, further manipulation 

of Equation 3.12 yields the familiar equation of motion for circular plates with varying 

flexural rigidity given by: 

/• dr 
D 

d (d'w 1 dw^ 

dr 
• + -

dr' r dr 
^--

dDfd'w V dw^ 

dr dr' 
• + — 

r dr 

d'w 
• + m—;-= P(r,t) 

dt' 
(3.14) 

3.3 Solution Procedures 

The case of free and forced vibration are considered in order to find the 

displacement functions of the plates. Two cases of circular plates with linearly varying 

thickness are considered. The displacement functions and hence the acoustic radiation 

from the vibrating surfaces will be compared with those of uniform circular plates with 

similar boundary conditions. It is assumed that the function will have neither nodal 

circles nor nodal diameters because the radiation efficiency is higher in this case (Cote 

and Attala, 1997). 

The analysis here is confined to axisymmetrical vibrations of the nonuniform 

circular plate. The flexural rigidity will vary according to the relation D = D^^r" where 

DQ = ^OTQ" /12(1 - V" ) and n are constants, the latter being assigned the value 3 for the 
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case of linearly varying thickness. An annular plate is considered to avoid the case of 

zero thickness at the center of the plate, and later the inner radius is made very small. 

This avoids the case of singularity at the center, and allows for finite displacement. 

3.3.1 Free vibration 

The differential equation of motion for free vibrations of a circular plate linearly 

varying in the radial direction (CP-LVRD) is given by 

r dr 

^ a 2 

D-
dr 

d'w 1 dw 

dr' dr 
+ • 

dp_ 
dr 

( 32 d'w V dw 
— r + 
dr' r dr 

d'w . 
• + m—1- = 0 

dt' 
(3.15) 

Integrating once and rearranging terms yields 

D-
dr 

d w \ dw 
— r + 
dr r dr ^ 

dD_ 
dr 

r -^2 d w dw 
—^-i-v — 
dr' dr ^ 

1 r . d'w , , , 
dt' 

-]ph (3.16) 

where p is the density of the material and h its varying thickness. 

For the general case, when the thickness varies according to the relation 

h = my'\ where /??„= — , we let D=D/' where D„ 
Em.' 

12(l-v ' ) 
Substituting these 

into Equation (3.15). and simplifying yields 

1 d'y 1 d'M o w ^, ,, 1 0 w r , 1 1 c; u 
— - + 2(« + l ) — - ^ + n- -t-«(l + v ) - l | — — T 
dr' r dr' ^ ^r' dr 

r , ^ ,^ ^ dM> pm. _i„ii d w 
+ \vn' - « l + v) + l — — + - ^ r '""—^ 

L h-' dr A dr 

(3.17) 

= 0. 

The details are given in Appendix D. 

Assuming a deflection function with harmonic time dependence, that is 

w = W(r)e"" , (3.18) 
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substituting Equation (3.18) into Equation (3.17), and manipulating gives the expression 

dr r)r' ^ ^ ^ i p,'-dr' dr' ^ ^ dr' 

dr D, 
•[vn'-n(\ + v) + \]r — -^^^-^r'^'-"^"W = 0. 

(3.19) 

The above equation is recognized as that having the form 

,d'W ,dW .d'w dW 

di- dr'' - dr' dr (3.20) 

where 

a,=(a'-^'Y')(4a'+aY+4y'-^'y')-fi'Y'r'\ 

a,=[2(^'Y'-a')-(2a-\)(2Y -l)](2a + 2y -1), 

a. =2(a- -irY') + 4{a+Y -\)' +4(a-1)(7 - 1)-1. 

6(3 = 6 - 4 a -4y . 

(Nielsen, 1904; Conway, 1955). The solution to Equation (3.20) may then be expressed 

as 

w = r''[B,J^(X) + B,Y^X^) + BJ^(X) + B,KJX)\ , (3.21) 

where 

, . »4^12p(o-( l -u-) _ ^ . , _ 2 « - 3 
.f ^' 

A = pr^; p = — ^ and u 

EmQ 1 - ^ 
6 

The case of linear variation in the radial direction is achieved by letting «=3 

which yields u =1/3, and hence obtaining/3. Comparing Equation (3.19) and Equation 

(3.20), either a' -n'y^ =^, or a'+4aY+4Y'=0. from which 

a = - l , 7 = 1/2 and p--2. The solution of the differential equation becomes 

(Nielsen, 1904; Gontkevich, 1964) 
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W(r) = ^[B,J_,(p4^) + BJ_,(I54^) + BJ_,(p4^) + B,K_,([54^)] . (3.22) 

Inserting the relations J . j z ) = (-l)V„(z), Y„(z) = (-\yYJz), I_„{z)^ I„(z), and 

K-„(=) = K,{-) into Equation (3.22) yields the alternative equation given by 

W(r) = ^[B,J,(p4^) + B,Y,(l54^) + BJ,(p4^) + B,K,(li4^)]. (3.23) 

Before applying the boundary conditions, one physical condition has to be 

satisfied at the center of the plate, that is the displacement must be finite. When r 

approaches zero, the following expressions can be deduced, 

-};(/3V^)«-— 
/• nr 

\ . ' ' 
p'r 

(3.24) 

and 

1 1 ( K,(p4^)^- — 
2 r 

1-
P'r 

(3.25) 

From Equations (3.24) and (3.25), it follows that there are no values for 5, and B^, other 

than zero, for which the sum of the second and last terms of Equation 3.23 is finite. Since 

the displacement must be finite at the center of the plate, then Bj = B^= 0, hence 

Equation 3.23 reduces to 

W(r) = -[B,J,(P4^) + B,l,([54^)]. (3.26) 

This is the free vibration equation that is used to determine the displacement functions for 

clamped and simply supported circular plates with linear variation in the radial direction 
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A further analysis of this argument and proof of Equation 3.26 from Equation 3.23 (i.e., 

Bj - B^= 0), is outlined in Appendix G, 

3.3.2 Forced vibration 

The equation of motion of a linearly varying circular plate due to forced vibration 

is given by Equation 3.14. If the uniform forcing term is also assumed to be harmonic, 

that is 

p(x,t) = P,QM-i^t), (3.27) 

then upon integration of Equation (3.14). the resulting equation is similar to Equation 

(3.15) with an additional term on the right hand side being 

I f -\p,e-"''r'dr'. (3.28) 
Dr 

The equation is manipulated further to yield the non-homogenous differential equation 

given by 

,d'w ,d'w .d'w dw ... Po ^90^ 
dr' dr' - dr' ' dr " D, 

with the displacement function now being given by w = W(r)e'^', where Q is the forcing 

frequency. The homogeneous solution to this equation is given by Equation 3.26, which 

can now be written as 

W„ = -\BMP4^) + BJ^(P^^- ^'-'^^ 

r '• 

Using the method of undetermined coefficients, the particular solution is obtained as 



w=-
16Po 

P'D,r (3.31) 

which can be simplified further to 

IV = -^ 
I' r\2 Q p m^r 

(3.32) 

The solution to Equation(3.29) is given by summing Equations(3.30) and (3.32), that is 

W(r) = -
r 

BJ,(l54^) + B,I,il34^)-
Q. pm^^ 

(3.33) 

3.4 Clamped CP-LVRD: Free Vibration 

3.4.1 Displacement Function 

The boundary conditions for a clamped circular plate are such that both the 

displacement and slope are zero at the periphery, that is 

^('-)U,.„ = 
dW 

dr 
= 0 (3.34) 

From Equation (3.30) and Equation (3.34), the following two relations can be obtained, 

that is 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 

From Equation (3.30a), 
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The first three normalized mode shapes of the clamped circular plate, linearly varying in 

the radial direction are shown in Figs. 3.2, 3.3, 3.6, 3.7, 3.10, and 3.11. 

r ^2(/3v;^)-^^^/.(/3v;^) (3.38) 

Employing the recurrence relations 

2n 
^ '^n(=) = -^n-li-) + Jn.liz), a u d 

2/7 
(3.39) 

_-/„(z) = /„_,(z)-/„,,(z) 

into Equations (3.35) and (3.36) and simplifying yields the transcendental equation 

J,(j3V;^)/,(j3V^)-J,(PV;^)/,(j3V^) = 0, (3.40) 

from which the roots of the equation represent the frequency parameters A^ = j 3 . ^ as 

outlined in Appendix H.l. Table 3.1 shows results of the first ten roots whilst Tables 3.3-

3.8 show the corresponding circular frequencies for different end thicknesses (or slopes 

for the linearly varying thickness plates) of steel and aluminum. Fig. 3.1 shows a 

comparison of the variation of the frequency factors with mode number for the clamped 

and simply supported uniform and non-uniform plates. 

The time-dependent displacement function for free vibration of the plate is 

expressed as 
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H^(r,0 = ^ 
r 

J2i^4-r)-'-f^u^4i-) exp(-icot). (3.41) 

The displacement function for a uniform circular plate may also be derived from 

Equation (3.16) by letting n = 0 in h = \r""' and in D=D/' such that h = h^ and 

D^DQ. respectively. This implies that p. = 0 and c = \ in Equation 3.21; and using 

Equation 3,22, the displacement function becomes 

?!'(/-) = C,Jo(AJ + c y ; ( A J + C3/o(Aj + QA'o(AJ. ^^^2) 

Again employing the boundary conditions and using procedures similar to those outlined 

above, the solution for a uniform plate reduces to 

W(r)^C, MP.r)-^¥^Wj) 
Wi.r,) 

and the frequency equation becomes 

(3.43) 

•/,(i3/o)^(P/o) + ^o(/3/o)A(/3/o) = 0 (3.44) 

where Â  = j3„ro are the roots of the equation representing the frequency parameters for 

the uniform circular plate as shown in Appendix H.2. The time-dependent displacement 

function for free vibration of the uniform circular plate is expressed as 
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W(rj) = C ^«(i3„r)-^^^/„(/3„r 
hiPj],) 

expi-icot) 

(3.45) 

The first three normalized mode shapes of the lineariy varying circular plate are 

shown as follows: 

1. Linearly varying (Clamped): Figs. 3.2. 3.3; Figs. 3.6, 3.7; and Figs. 3.10, 3.11; 

2. Uniform (Clamped): Figs. 3.4, 3.5; Figs. 3.8, 3.9; and Figs. 3.12, 3.13; 

3. Linearly varying (Simply supported): Figs. 3.14, 3.15; Figs. 3.18, 3.19; and Figs. 3.22, 

3.23; 

4. Uniform (Simply supported): Figs. 3.16, 3.17; Figs. 3.20, 3.21; and Figs. 3.24. 3.25. 

Normalization of the mode shapes is done via the Chebyshev technique as follows: 

W(r) 
W(r) = -

lim W(r) 
0 

(3.46) 

In the foregoing analysis, 5, and C, are arbitrary constants which can take any 

value as long as the elastic limit of the material is not exceeded. 

3.4.2 Far-field Acoustic Radiation 

The time-varying displacement function was obtained as 

W{r.t) = B, G,(r)exp(-/a)0, 

where 

G,(r) = - J2i^u-4^-)- ^'^]''Y^ h{^u-4~r) 
hi^Lc^n 

(3.47) 
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Differentiating with respect to time t and suppressing the -i exp(-(u t) term, the velocity 

becomes 

v(r) = 5,G)G,(r). (3.48) 

The far-field pressure may be expressed as 

-iO C k 02 ;t 
p(R,e)^~^ 5, Qxp(-i(o t + kR) 1 lv{r,a)r Qxp(-i r sinO cosa) drda . (3.49) 

2 nR ^ 0 
' i 

Substituting Equation (3.48) into Equation (3.49), and with k = co / c, yields 

p(R,e) = '^^' ̂  B, Qxp(-i(o t + kR) U^Ar) Qxpi-i r smOcosa) drda . (3.50) 
2 KR „ 0 

'\ 

where G.Jr) = r G^(r). 

At this point the following relations can be recalled, that is 
2;r 

2n:Jo(z)= jexp(/zcosa) 6?a and Ja(-z) = (-\)" J„{z). (3.51) 

0 

Substituting Equation (3.51) into Equation (3.50), integrating and simplifying yields 

pf^J^Q^^ = iP^B,cxp(-ia)t + kR)\J,{krsme)G,ir)dr . (3.52) 
R ;. 

From which the magnitude of the pressure is evaluated as 

^(^^0)=P..i!L5_ exp(-/a)r + M) jVo(^sin0)G,(r)^r . (3.53) 
R r, 

Integrals of the products of Bessel fiinctions with integer and fractional powers of 

the independent variable are difficult to solve analytically. However, an easier method of 
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solution involves expressing the functions in their equivalent series form before 

integration. In the succeeding sections, /; is zero. Therefore we can write 

J {krsm9)= E -1) ^—;—-—-,—, 
« ±n 2'"'(m\)' m=0 

. / : ( A V ^ ) = E ( - 1 ) ' " - af'-r'"-
111=0 2"'" m\(m-^2)1 

/ T •.2 III * 2 iii*\ 

(A) /• 

(3.54) 

n,=o2'"'^' m\{m + 2)\ 

Substituting Equation (3.54) into Equation (3.53), integrating and simplifying yields the 

acoustic pressure given by 

/Q- J, (A) ^ X'r^"^' 

K ' 

4 I^(X)"o2'"'*"(n + 2)'{n + iy.nl 

+ 1.1 
m=]n=0 

2m n 2rt„3/?j+2 
(ytsin0)'"'A'V 

2""(3m + 2)(m\)\m + 2)\ 
III -\ 2 ( « + l ) 2 l ; i i i - l JT 

J,(A) (-l)"'(A:sin0)^"'A^''""/-"" 
/2(A) 2""'^"^'\2(m + \) + n](ml)'in + 2)\n[ 

. (3.55) 

The acoustic intensity is then found to be 

i{R,e) = P^B'-
R'c 

2 „ 1 

J, (A) A2 n+2 

4 I.(X)n=o2'^"''\n + 2)'(n + \)\n\ 

(ksme)'"'X'"r'"'^' 

2""(3m + 2)(m\)\m + 2y. 
2m Q 2 ( / i + l ) 2 ( ; H + I ) + H 

J,(A) (-l)"'(yl,sine)^'"A^"'"'r 
/2(A) 2''"""*'\2(m + l) + n]iml)'in + 2}\nl_ 

• .(3.56) 

and the far-field acoustic power radiation is expressed as 
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P^ =EP^B'l 

T1 n+2 

A r '\^_42W_i 
4 I^(X)n-,2'^"^'\n + 2)'(n + \)\n\ 

+ E E 
m = I n = 0 

/t'"'A'V'""' AW 
(3w + 2)(m!)'(w + 2)! /^(A) 

/ i \ m >,2m-i2(n+l) ,2(m+l)+n 

)2(/H+« + l)r 
22(—i)f2(w+l) + «](«j!)2(/7 + 2)!«! 

2.4.6...2OT 

1.3.5...(2w + l) 

' .(3.57) 

3.4.3 Radiation from Surface Integration 

The seven terms used in calculating acoustic radiation are outlined in Appendix F. 

Substituting the displacement function in equations F.9 through F.15 and performing 

some numerical integration yields the resuhs which will be discussed in Chapter 4. 

3.5 Clamped CP-LVRD: Forced Vibration 

3.5.1 Displacement Function 

The time-dependent displacement function for forced vibration of a linearly 

varying circular plate is determined from Equation 3.28 and is given by the expression 

W{r,l) = -
r 

B,J,(^4^-) + B,lA^4i')-—, 
Q-'pm^ 

cxp(-iQ.l) (3.58) 

This will be employed in the determination of acoustic radiation from the plate. 

Applying the boundary conditions at edge, that is both the displacement and slope are 

zero, yields the relations, 
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B,J,(l54}^) + BMP^)-~^ = 0, 
il' p m^ 

(3.59) 

2P/ ; 
B,J,iP^r,)-BJ,{fi^r,)- -^'^ =0, 

Q'p Wo p^r, 

from which. 

B. 
A(i3v^)L^'P'«( 

Pn 
-B,J,(P^,) 

where 

(3.60) 

(3.61) 

B^ °̂ '1 ~ r^2 Q. p m^ jiP^y2(P^) + ^2(P^o)h(P^.) 
(3.62) 

In the case of forced vibration of uniform circular plates, Kompella (1994) and 

Akkaya (1999) expressed the time dependent displacement function as 

W{rj) = qj,{(5^r) + C,I,{l5„r)-
^ PK 

exp(-/Q/) (3.63; 

where 

c , = - ^ 
^o/,(/3/o) 

pQ^/2„[j,(i3/o)/o(i3,/o) + -/o(iS/o)A(^/o)] 
(3.64) 

and 

Q = 
1 

/o(/3/o) p Q /?„ 
(3.65) 
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3.5.2 Far-field Acoustic Radiation 

The procedures for finding the far-field acoustic intensity and acoustic radiation 

are employed to yield the following results: 

p{R,6) = 
pQ' 

R 

B^-'T-B.Y. 

l2 " + 2 

A r. P,r„ 

4 '-o2'"""(77 + 2)'(n-t-l)!«! p Q p S.2 OTQ 

+ 1:1. 
m=l»=0 

B 
(ytsin0)""A'"V"""' 

I ^ 4 

-B. 

2""{3m + 2){m\f(m + 2)\ 

(-l)"'(A:sin0)''"A-"'""r-"""""" 

'2""'^"^'\2{m + \) + n]{m\)'{n + 2)\n\ 

E 
{-\y'{ksmQ)""r^:'""' 

pQ'm „,. , 2""{2m + \){m\)' 

,(3.66) 

/(/?,0)-
p Q " 

R'c 

B,^—B,y-~-
0 7 n+2 

AT, ^ 0 ' : , 

4 ^-=o2^"'^"(«-f2)^(« + l)!n! pQ2^^ 

+ EE 
m=l«=0 

P, 
(A: sine)'"'A V ' 

1 - . 4 
2''"(3m + 2)(OT!)lOT + 2)! 

3 ^2(ni+n + \ 

i-\y'(ksme)'"'X""''>r 
2m ' | 2 ( / i + l ) 2(m+I)+H 

2'^"'^"''\2(m + \) + n](m\y(n + 2y.n\_ 

(-\y'(ks\nQ)'"'r^"'"' 

pQ'm „, = , 2""(2w-hl)(m!)-
0 

,(3.67) 

Trp (0 

w 
B' 

Ji__ y 
A-r ^ 0 ^ , 

4 -o2^"->'(« + 2)^(« + l)!n! pQ2^^ 

+ E E ^ ' 
m=l/j=0 

^ 2 « , ; ^ 2 . 3,„.2 

2'"'(3/»-f2)(w!)'(m + 2)! 
/ i \ m 7 2 m ' | 2 ( n + l ) 2(;H+l)+n 

~2'<"'""""[2(m + l) + «](w!)'(;7 + 2)!«!_ 

• ^ m E 
(-l)"'yt^-"'/;,""'' 

pQ'm ,„ = i2-"'(2/» + l)(/» 
"^ 0 

1^-

. (3.68) 
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where 

2.4.6...2w 

' "" 3.5.7...(2w + l ) ' 

3.5.3 Radiation from Surface Integration 

The displacement function is substituted into equations F.9 through F.15 and 

some numerical integration is performed to yield the results which will be discussed in 

Chapter 4. 

3.6 Simply Supported CP-LVRD : Free Vibration 

3.6.1 Displacement Function 

The deflection function is the same for both the clamped and simply supported 

cases. The difference comes about in the application of the boundary conditions to the 

latter which results into a frequency equation whose roots vary from those of the former. 

For a circular plate with a simply supported edge, the boundary conditions include 

mainly no deflection and no turning moment at the edge, that is 

" • ( / • ) | , . . , - 0 , 

d'w vdW ^ (^-69) 

" dr' r dr 

From Equation (3.36) and Equation (3.69) above, the resuhing frequency equation 

is given by the relation 
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2(1-2v) 
L--^o(^y,.J/3(^/,J + ->^3(A;..J/o(A,J_ 

2[Jo(A,.J/,(A,J-fJ,(A,J/o(A,.j]l 
(3.70) 

+ ^Lvv< 
+Jo(A,„,)/,(A,J-J,(A,,J/o(A,J 

= 0. 

The frequency parameter is obtained from Eqn.(3.70) in this case. The 

roots, A/,̂  =bylr^ are determined as shown in Appendix H.3. The frequency equation for 

uniform simply supported circular plate is given by 

(l-u)[j,(A„J/o(A„,J-Jo(A„J/,(A„,,)] 

-2A„,y,(A„,J/o(A„J = 0. 
(3.71) 

The roots are shown in Table 3.1 and are obtained from the procedure outlined in 

Appendix H.4. 

The displacement curves for both the clamped and simply supported circular 

plates LVRD are represented by the relevant mode shapes shown at the end of this 

chapter, and are derived from the equation 

W(r,t) = B G (r)exp(-/coO- (3.72) 

where 

G,(r) = -
r 

.73) 
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3.6.2 Far-field Acoustic Radiation 

Employing the procedures of section 3.3.2, the following relations are realized: 

Acoustic intensity, 

i^jR,e)--P^B^'l 
R'c 

': • A ( A , J ^ : 
T 2 n + 2 

A. r P.r. 
4 /,(A,J»=o2^"'^"(,7 + 2)^(/7 + l)!«! pQ2 

(^sin0)'"'A,„""/;,'""' 

+ EE 
m=ln=0 

2'"'(3/7; + 2)(w!)\/;; + 2)! 

'^2(^,.J (-l)"'(/^sin0)'"'A,..-""'V^""^'>-

/ , (A,J 2""'^"''\2(m + \) + n](m\)'(n + 2yn\ 

.(3.74) 

and the far-field acoustic radiation 

3 

11' 

_ ^ P <J^^ 

c 5 ^ 

^ ; - / 2 ( ^ 

4 /,(A 

00 00 

+zi:Am 
m=in=0 

,J-.^o2^<"-'(,7 + 2)=(n + l)!«! pQ2^^ 

^ 2 « , ; L 2n,^Jm+2 1 

2'"'{3m + 2)(ml)\m + 2y 
J 2 ( A , J (.iy'^2™;^^ 2(-l)^2(„,.l).„ 

/,(A,J 2'<"'"'""[2(w + l) + n](w!)'(« + 2)!/?!j 

,(3.75) 

where B. is the new amplitude. 

3.6.3 Radiation from Surface Integration 

The displacement function is substituted into equations F.9 through F.15 and 

some numerical integration is performed to yield the results which will be discussed in 

Chapter 4. 
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3.7 Simply Supported CP-LVRD : Forced Vibration 

The displacement function is expressed in the same manner as the clamped case, 

that is Equation 3.58. However, they differ in terms of the constants P, and Pj . Thus 

from Equations 3.49 and 3.50, the following results can be obtained, 

B ^ ^ ^ ^ l ^ J m i h ^ \ ^ = f,^^ (3.76) 
Q V m J / , ( A ) + A(A)/3(A)-/2(A)[j,(A)-J3(A)]J "̂ ^ 

P, B M^) 
Q'pm, ' I,{^) 

B.=-^ 5 , 4 ^ , (3.77) 

3.7.1 Far-field Acoustic Radiation 

The far-field acoustic intensity and acoustic radiation are determined from 

Equations 3.59-3.62, but with P, and P, as indicated in Equation 3.61. 

3.7.2 Radiation from Surface Integration 

The displacement function is substituted into equations F.9 through F.15 and 

some numerical integration is performed to yield the results which will be discussed in 

Chapter 4. 
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Table 3.1. Frequency factors. 

Plate 

CLV 

SSLV 

CU 

SSU 

Ml 

5.91 

3.92 

3.20 

2.23 

M2 

9.20 

7.49 

6.31 

5.46 

M3 

12.40 

10.75 

9.44 

8.61 

M4 

15.58 

13.95 

12.58 

11.76 

M5 

18.74 

17.13 

15.72 

13.91 

M6 

21.90 

20.30 

18.86 

18.05 

M7 

25.05 

23.46 

22.00 

21.20 

M8 

28.21 

26.61 

25.14 

23.34 

M9 

31.35 

29.76 

28.28 

27.48 

MIO 

33.50 

32.91 

31.42 

30.62 

(CLV=clamped-linearly varying; CU=clamped-uniform; SSLV=simply supported-linearly varying; 
SSU=simply supported-uniform). 

The corresponding frequencies are calculated from the following formulae: 

1. Linearly varying circular plates: 03 j^,. = 
192p(l-v2) 

^'K 
2. Uniform circular plates: co = -JT-^ , ^ 

" '"' ^'I2p(l-v2) 

The coincidence (critical) frequency of the plates is calculated from the relation 

CO 
cS/12 

h c„ 
, where c^ J f (^~'̂ ^) 
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Table 3.2. Circular frequencies for steel plates (/z„ = 14 mm). 

Plate 
CLV 
SSLV 
CU 
SSU 

1 
9.8 
4.3 
11.5 
5.6 

2 

23.9 
15.8 
44.9 
33.6 

3 
43.4 
32.6 
100.5 
83.6 

4 
68.4 
54.9 
178.5 
156.0 

5 
99.0 
82.7 

278.7 
250.7 

6 
135.2 
116.2 
401.1 
367.4 

7 
176.9 
155.2 
545.8 
506.9 

8 
224.4 
199.6 
712.8 
668.1 

9 
277.1 
249.7 
901.9 
851.6 

10 
335.6 
305.4 
1113.4 
1057.4 

Table 3.3. Circular frequencies for aluminum plates (/z,, = 14mm). 

Plate 
CLV 
SSLV 
CU 
SSU 

1 
9.7 
4.3 
11.4 
5.5 

2 

23.5 
15.6 
44.3 
33.1 

n 
J 

42.7 
32.1 
99.1 
82.4 

4 
67.5 
54.1 
175.9 
153.7 

5 
97.6 
81.5 

274.7 
247.1 

6 
133.3 
114.5 
395.4 
362.1 

7 
174.4 
152.9 
538.0 
499.6 

8 
221.1 
196.8 
702.5 
658.5 

9 
273.1 
246.1 
889.0 
839.4 

10 
330.8 
301.0 
1097.3 
1042.2 

Table 3.4. Circular frequencies for steel plates (/z„ = Smm). 

Plate 
CLV 
SSLV 
CU 
SSU 

1 
5.6 
2.5 
6.6 
3.2 

9 

13.6 
9.0 

25.7 
19.2 

3 
24.8 
18.6 
57.4 
47.8 

4 
39.1 
31.4 
102.0 
89.1 

5 
56.6 
47.3 
159.3 
143.3 

6 
77.3 
66.4 

229.2 
210.0 

7 
101.1 
88.7 
311.9 
289.6 

8 
128.2 
114.1 
407.3 
381.8 

9 
158.3 
142.7 
515.4 
486.6 

10 
191.8 
174.5 
636.2 
604.2 

Table 3.5. Circular frequencies for aluminum plates (/7, = ^niin). 

Plate 
CLV 
SSLV 
CU 
SSU 

1 
5.5 
2.4 
6.5 
3.2 

2 
13.4 
8.9 

25.3 
18.9 

-1 

24.4 
18.4 
56.6 
47.1 

4 
38.5 
30.9 
100.5 
87.8 

5 
55.8 
46.6 
157.0 
141.2 

6 
76.2 
65.4 
225.9 
206.9 

7 
99.6 
87.4 

307.4 
285.5 

8 
126.4 
112.4 
401.4 
376.3 

9 
156.1 
140.6 
508.0 
479.6 

10 
189.0 
172.0 
627.0 
595.5 
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Table 3.6. Circular frequencies for steel plates (/z,, = 4 mm ). 

Plate 
CLV 
SSLV 
CU 
SSU 

1 
2.8 
1.2 
3.3 
1.6 

2 
6.8 
4.5 
12.8 
9.6 

3 
12.4 
9.3 

28.7 
23.9 

4 
19.6 
15.7 
51.0 
44.6 

5 
28.3 
23.6 
79.6 
71.6 

6 
38.6 
33.2 
114.6 
105.0 

7 
50.5 
44.3 
156.0 
144.8 

8 
64.1 
57.0 

203.6 
190.9 

9 
79.2 
71.3 

257.7 
243.3 

10 
95.9 
87.2 

318.1 
302.1 

Table 3.7. Circular frequencies for aluminum plates (/7„ =4 mm). 

Plate 
C LV 
SS LV 
C U 
SS U 

1 
2.8 
1.2 
3.3 
1.6 

2 

6.7 
4.5 
12.6 
9.5 

3 
12.2 
9.2 
28.3 
23.5 

4 
19.3 
15.5 
50.3 
43.9 

5 
27.9 
23.3 
78.5 
70.6 

6 
38.1 
32.7 
113.0 
103.5 

7 
49.8 
43.7 
153.7 
142.7 

8 
63.2 
56.2 

200.7 
188.1 

9 
78.0 
70.3 

254.0 
239.8 

10 
94.5 
86.0 

313.5 
297,8 

(All frequencies x 10' rad/s, CLV=clamped-linearly varying; CU=claniped-uniform; SSLV=simply 
supported-linearly varying; SSU=simply supported-uniform; Ml-MlO = first 10 modes). 
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3.2. Clamped circular plateLVRD (mode 1_3D). 
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3.3. Clamped circular plate_ LVRD (mode 1 _2D). 
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3.4. Clamped circular plateUniform (mode 1_3D). 
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Fig. 3.5. Clamped circular plateUniform (mode 1_2D). 
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Fig. 3.6. Clamped circular plateLVRD (mode 2_3D). 

Fig. 3.7. Clamped circular pIate_LVRD (mode 2_2D). 
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Fig. 3.8. Clamped circular plateUniform (mode 2_3D). 
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Fig.. 3.9. Clamped circular plateUniform (mode 2_2D). 
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Fig.. 3.10. Clamped circular plateLVRD (mode 3_3D). 

Fig.. 3.11 Clamped circular pIate_LVRD (mode 3_3D). 
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Fig. 3.12. Clamped circular plateUniform (mode 3_3D). 

Fig. 3.13. Clamped circular plate Uniform (mode 3_2D). 
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Fig. 3.14. Simply supported circular plateLVRD (mode 1_3D). 

1—, 

Fig.. 3.15. Simply supported circular plateLVRD (mode 1_2D). 
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Fig. 3.16. Simply supported circular plateUniform (mode 1_3D). 
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Fig. 3.17. Simply supported circular plateUniform (mode 1_2D). 
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Fig. 3.18. Simply supported circular plateLVRD (mode 2_3D). 
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Fig. 3.19. Sunply supported circular plateLVRD (mode 2_2D). 
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Fig. 3.20. Simply supported circular plateUniform (mode 2_3D). 

Fig. 3.21. Simply supported circular plateUniform (mode 2_2D). 
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Fig.. 3.22. Simply supported circular plateLVRD (mode 3_3D). 

Fig. 3.23. Simply supported circular plateLVRD (mode 3_2D). 
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Fig. 3.24. Simply supported circular plateUniform (mode 3_3D). 

-0.5 

Fig. 3.25. Simply supported circular plateLVRD (mode 3_3D). 
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CHAPTER 4 

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS AND INTERPRETATIONS 

4.1 Introductory Remarks 

The acoustic power radiation from a lineariy varying circular plate under two types 

of boundary conditions is investigated. Most of the work is accomplished through 

programming via Mathcad, Matlab and Mathematica software. 

Where applicable, the results are compared with those obtained from uniform 

circular plates with similar dimensions. The analysis is done on linearly varying circular 

plates with clamped and simply supported edges (Fig.. 1.4). Their dimensions (radii and 

thicknesses) are selected in conformity with thin plate theory (Appendix B4). In addition, 

this is carefully handled to set a basis for future experimental work. 

Some material properties and certain parameters are assumed in this dissertation, 

and include the following: 

1. Amplitude of vibration P,= 0.0001 m .(Free vibration) 

2. Density of air =1.21 kg/m\ 

3. Young's Modulus of Elasticity ( Steel = 209 GPa ; Al = 70 GPa). 

4. Density: Steel - A36 ( 7860 kglm'); Aluminum - 6061 T6 ( 2710 kglm'). 

5. Poisson's ratio (v = 1/3); 0.332 & 0.333 for steel and aluminum respectively. 

6. Three end thicknesses ( /?„ = 4 mm , 8 mm and 14/77/;;). 

7. Radius = 140mm. 

8. P =1.0 or 2 .5 OT (arbitrary for acoustic power calculations as long as 2; ; , / /?« 1). 

9. Forcing term P„=10 NI m' is used in most analyses;/;,= 20, 50 A'//??'are used 

for comparison in one instance. The width of the resulting spikes is determined by 

the incremental time w indow. Small increments contribute to smooth cur\ es. 

The results of this analysis are presented for both free and forced vibration, where 

applicable, in the following fashion: 

i. Far-field acoustic intensity versus polar angle. 
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li. Acoustic radiation by surface integration versus frequency. 

iii. Far-field acoustic radiation versus frequency. 

iv. Radiation efficiency via surface integration approach. 

4.2 Farfield Acoustic Intensity versus Polar Angle 

The results of the far-field acoustic intensity (Equation 3.59) are outlined here. 

For simply supported aluminum and steel plates, the farfield acoustic intensity, and hence 

the acoustic radiation, decreases with an increase in the polar angle in the lower modes, 

Figs. 4.1-4.3. This is in line with the decreasing pressure amplitudes at points on a 

spherical surface. The decrease is very gradual in lower modes, and more pronounced in 

higher modes, Figs. 4.4-4.6; Figs. 4.8-4.10, and h clearly depicts the directivity of the 

radiating surface as the polar angle increases up to 90 degrees. Initially, in lower modes, 

the plates radiate more along the polar axis (i.e., when the polar angle is zero). This 

behavior is similar to that of simple sources of equivalent strength. Portions of Fig. 4.8 

and Fig. 4.9 have been redrawn (inset) using a suitable scale for clarity since the 

intensities are not zero as they appear to be in the original figures. This is due to the 

nature of the magnitudes of the intensities which are best expressed on a logarithmic 

scale. 

The acoustic intensity also increases with an increase in the end thickness, and 

hence slope of the linearly varying plates. This behavior is exhibited despite the neglected 

effects of fluid loading, which has more effect on the thinner plates. Aluminum seems to 

radiate more acoustic energy, due to this neglect. Normal!}', the thicker and denser 

material (steel) would resist fluid loading and therefore vibrate more in the medium (air). 
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resulting into high acoustic radiation. In all cases, it was observed that the intensities of 

very thin plates remain almost constant as the polar angle increases. 

The intensity peaks for both plates occur at the same polar angle, with the 

aluminum having the higher values. Even though steel is expected to radiate more 

acoustic energy, due to its high density, it is observed that the lineariy varying aluminum 

plates radiate more at the farfield points at any given polar angle. However, at higher 

modes, the intensities decrease to zero at certain polar angles (Figs. 4.6-4.13) which are 

governed by the directivity of the radiating surface. Zero intensity may also indicate some 

structural instability (or jump phenomenon) that occurs in structures when the excitation 

is extended to high frequencies. The structures appear stationary in that case, even though 

the intensity is proportional to cu'. 

The directivity pattern changes at extremely high modes such that the plates 

radiate more with an increase in the polar angle. This behavior eventually becomes 

unpredictable thus suggesting other forms of acoustic radiation from chaotic motion, for 

instance. 

The above characteristics conform to the acoustic intensity, and hence the 

acoustic power radiation (noise field) of simple sources radiating at the farfield as 

indicated in the literature. 

4.3 Acoustic Radiation by Surface Integration 

4.3.1 Free vibration 

The acoustic radiation from freely vibrating uniform and linearly varying circular 

plates is shown in Figs. 4.14-4.19. There is a gradual increase in the acoustic radiation for 
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all thicknesses of the uniform plates in the lower modes. The succeeding lobes represent 

the modal responses to the increasing frequency. The distinction between aluminum and 

steel is only noticeable at very high frequencies. This is due to the closeness in the ratio 

of the Young's modulus to the density of the materials. The curves seem to coincide due 

to the high magnitudes of the actual values of acoustic radiation. However, it is noted that 

the lineariy varying plates dissipate more acoustic energy in low modes since their modal 

frequencies are higher than those of the uniform plates. 

4.3.2 Forced vibration 

Generally, when the forcing frequency reaches the natural frequencies of the 

plates, resonance occurs and there is a marked increase in the acoustic radiation as shown 

in Figs. 4,20-4.22. For both aluminum and steel, the acoustic power radiation at specific 

modes is higher for the thicker plates (uniform and linearly \arying). The thinner plates 

depict successive modal response peaks beginning at lower frequencies (Fig. 4.23). The 

linearly varying plates radiate more acoustic energy at a given mode than their uniform 

counterparts. This is due to their increased flexure as a result of the reduced rigidity in 

line with the varying thickness. 

As expected, the simply supported cases attain their resonance earlier, and radiate 

more due to their flexibility and hence the enhanced vibratory characteristics. There is a 

definite shift in the modes from the simply supported to the clamped cases, that is the 

resonant frequencies of the former are lower than those of the latter. The non-uniform 

plates exhibit several peaks over a given frequency range, and dissipate more acoustic 
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energy. Figs. 4,24-4,26 show that an increase in the forcing term causes an increase in the 

acoustic radiation without changing the natural frequencies of the plates. 

After the first mode, the uniform plates seem to radiate a fairiy constant amount 

of acoustic energy over a wide range of frequencies. This may be attributed to the 

uniformity in their flexural rigidity. The overall behavior is unpredictable at \'ery high 

frequencies since some lower modes radiate more acoustic energy than some higher ones. 

This eventually becomes chaotic and constitute noise. 

The spectra depicted in the foregoing figures is typical for both metals. Again, 

since the natural frequencies depend upon the plate thickness, the thinner plates have 

more radiation peaks resulting from modal responses to the excitation. 

A comparison of the acoustic response from free and forced vibration is shown in 

Figs. 4.27-4.29 and Figs. 4.30-4.32 for the linearly varying and uniform plates, 

respectively. The free and forced vibration lobes would coincide if either one of the 

curves were translated. In other words if a proper force or amplitude are selected, the 

peaks would appear as if they emanated from the tops of the lobes. This indicates the 

influence of the excitation and the hence the corresponding modal responses of the plates. 

4.4 Radiation EfFIcienĉ ^ 

The radiation efficiencies generally increase with the increase in the frequency of 

vibration, and conform to the pattern expected of vibrating sources as shown in Figs. 

4.33-4.38. At low frequencies, the radiation efficiencies increase to some maximum, then 

decrease to some minimum above zero, and increase again to a higher maximum before 

decreasing to a minimum which higher than the previous minimum. The fluctuation in 
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the radiation efficiencies is typical of vibrating sources beyond their fundamental 

frequencies. This behavior continues with an increase in the frequency of vibration, in 

response to the assumed harmonic vibration. 

At a given mode, the thicker plates have higher radiation efficiencies 

corresponding to their modal response peaks (Figs. 4.33-4.34). This is reminiscent of the 

effect of fluid loading on vibrating sources. This also supports the neglect of fluid 

loading in the study of the acoustic radiation phenomenon in sources vibratmg in air. 

Fig.s 4.35 show the radiation efficiency trends for both plates. The simply supported 

linearly varying plates have higher modal radiation efficiencies than their clamped 

counterparts. 

4.5 Farfield Acoustic Radiation versus Frequency 

The acoustic radiation from forced vibration of clamped linearl) xarying and 

uniform plates is depicted in Fig.s 4.39-4.41, and Fig.s 4.42-4.44, respectively. Uniform 

plates radiate more over a wide range of frequencies, and the modal response to 

excitation at the farfield is more pronounced. The thin linearly varying plates show a 

spectrum similar to the typical farfield radiation from uniform plates. The flexibility of 

the plates is caused by the reduced flexural rigidity, and hence the enhanced vibration. At 

very high frequencies, uniform and non-uniform plates (even at different thicknesses) are 

not easily distinguished. Spectra with several acoustic radiation peaks resulting from the 

resonant frequencies of the vibrating plates are typical of baffled plates in a light fluid 

medium (Laulagnet, 1998). This means that even if the effects of fluid loading by air 
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were included in the investigation, the spectra would be very close to those presented in 

the foregoing analysis. 
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Fig. 4.1. Simply Supported plates ( mode I, h„= \4mm.). 
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Fig. 4.2. Simply Supported plates (mode 1, /J„ = 8 mm.). 
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Fig. 4.3. Simply Supported plates ( mode 1, h„ -4mm.). 
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Fig. 4.4. Simply Supported plates (mode 2, h^^4mm.). 
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Fig. 4.5. Simply Supported plates (mode 2, /?„ - 8 mm.). 
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Fig. 4.6. Simply Supported plates ( mode 2, h„ = \4mm.). 
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Fig. 4.7. Simply Supported plates ( mode 3, /z„ = 14 mm.). 
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Fig. 4.8. Simply Supported plates ( mode 3, /z„ - 8 mm.). 
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Fig. 4.9. Simply Supported plates (mode 3, h„ = 4 mm.). 
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Fig.4.10. Simply Supported plates (mode 5, h^ = \4mm.). 
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Fig. 4.11. Simply Supported plates ( mode 5, /z„ = 8 mm.). 
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Fig. 4.12. Simply Supported plates (mode 5, /7„ = 4 mm.). 
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Fig. 4.14. Radiation from free vibration: altemative range (h,, - 14 mm.). 
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Fig. 4.15. Radiation from free vibration (/2„ = 8 mm.). 
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Fig. 4.16. Radiation from free vibration: altemative range (/2„ = 8 mm.). 
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Fig. 4.18. Radiation from free vibration: alternative range (/?„ = 4 mm.). 
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Fig. 4.19. Typical acoustic radiation: Forced vibration (/z,, = 14mm., P̂  = \0N Im'). 
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Fig. 4.20. Typical acoustic radiation: Forced vibration (/j,, = 8 mm., P^ = \ON /m'). 
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Fig. 4.21. Typical acoustic radiation: Forced vibration (/?„= 4777m., P = \ONIm') 
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Fig. 4.22. Acoustic radiation with varying end thickness (P„ = 10A'̂  / 777̂ ). 
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Fig. 4.23. Acoustic radiation from forced vibration (//„= \4mm.). 
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Fig. 4.24. Acoustic radiation from forced vibration (/?„ - 8 mm.) 
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Fig. 4.25. Acoustic radiation from forced vibration (h^, = 4mm.) 
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Fig. 4.26. Acoustic radiation: Forced vs free vibration (/7„ = l4mm.,P„ = lON/m') 
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Fig. 4.28. Acoustic radiation: Forced vs free vibration (/7„ =̂  4m/??., P„ = \ON/m') 
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Fig. 4.29. Uniform plates: Forced vs vibration (/?„ = 1477777?. ,P^=\ON/m') 
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Fig. 4.32. Radiation efficiency: Free vibration - Linearly varying plates. 
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Fig. 4.33. Radiation efficiency: Free Linearly varying plates(C/SS). 
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Fig. 4.34. Radiation efficiency: Forced Linearly varying plates (h„- \4mm.) 
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Fig. 4.35. Radiation efficiency: Forced LV plates (h„ = \4mm.) 
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Fig. 4.36. Radiation efficiency: Forced LV plates (/j„ = 47?7??7.) 
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Fig. 4.37. Radiation efficiency: Forced LV plates (/?„ = 8 mm.) 
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Fig. 4.38. Farfield acoustic radiation: Forced vibration (//„ = 14 mm.) 
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Fig. 4.39. Farfield acoustic radiation: Forced vibration (//„ = 8 777777.) 
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Fig. 4.40. Farfield acoustic radiation: Forced vibration (\ = 4mm.) 
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Fig. 4.41. Typical Farfield acoustic radiation 
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Fig. 4.42. Typical Farfield acoustic radiation: Lower frequency range 
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Fig. 4.43. Typical Farfield acoustic radiation: Higher frequency range 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

The acoustic radiation from linearly varying circular plates has been investigated 

using the far-field and surface integration approaches. The displacement function, the 

frequency factors and hence the results of the acoustic radiation characteristics are valid 

since they conform to trends cited in the literature. The following conclusions are made: 

1. For plates with the same end thickness, linearly varying plates radiate more 

acoustic energy at a given mode than their uniform counterparts. This is due to 

their increased flexure as a result of the reduced rigidity. 

2. Simply supported plates radiate more acoustic energy at a given frequency since 

they vibrate more. 

3. Forcing increases the acoustic radiation of the plates at specific modes resulting 

into spectra with several peaks over a wide range of frequency. 

4. Far-field acoustic radiation manifests directivity with the angle to the 

perpendicular. 

5. At relatively high frequencies, the acoustic radiation from uniform and linearly 

varying plates is not easily distinguished. 

An understanding of the acoustic radiation phenomenon from plates in lower 

modes is important since they (low modes) are responsible for the large displacements 

which may occur in plate structures. 
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The following recommendations are made for future research: 

1. Include damping in the equation of motion and study the vibrations and acoustic 

properties of plates under these conditions. 

2. Develop an algorithm to incorporate the cases studied here to facilitate the 

analysis procedure. 

3. Conduct a similar study on rectangular plates with linearly varying thickness, and 

circular plates linearly decreasing in the radial direction. 

4. Study the effect of nodal lines (i.e. nodal circles and nodal diameters) on the 

acoustic radiation from both uniform and non-uniform plates. 

5. An experimental investigation may facilitate a more practical understanding of the 

foregoing analysis. 
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APPENDIX A 

DERIVATION OF EQUATION (3.4): 

Figs. A.l. and A.2 show the free body diagrams of a rectangular plate subjected to 

loading 

*' -v 

A.l. Free body diagram of rectangular plate: moments. 
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'CA rfv 

A.2. Free body diagram of rectangular plate: shear. 

From the free-body diagrams the net shear forces in the x and y directions are. 

rlll2 

^•' i-h/2 -'-
(A,1) 

^>/2 

(A.2) 

Employing Newton's Second Law of Motion in z direction yields the expression 

dQx dOy 
+ - ^ + pix,y,t) = ph 

d'w 
,2 ' 

(A.3) 
dx dy dt' 

where w is the transverse displacement, p(x,y,t) is the load per unit area, p is the 

volume density and ph is the mass per unit area. 

Neglecting the rotary inertia and taking moments about x-axis and about y-axis gives 
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A/ . , ( / .v - M+ '-dv 
dy -

dx- M.c/x + M,..+-
dM 

xy dx 
V / 

- . 1 - ) 

-f 
dQ^, 

Qydx + —-dxdy 
dy 

dy dM^ dM 
(A.4) 

dy 
dxdy -I dxdy -t- Q^ dxdy = 0, 

and 

M^dy- M^ + -dx 
dx 

( 
dy-Mdy + 

"' dy 

dM... ^ 
dy dx + Q—dy 

+ 
r^ J ^Q. ^ Adx dM^ ^ ^ dM^^ 
Q^ dy ^ dxdy dxdy ^ dxdy + Q^ dxdy • 

dx ) 2 dx dy 

(A.5) 

respectively. Since dx is very small, (dx)^ can be neglected. Therefore the moment 

equations in the x and y directions become 

dM^^ dM^ 
^ - + O,=0, 

dx dy ' 

dy ax-

Substituting Equations (A.6) and (A.7) into Equation (A.l) yields 

d'M.d'M^. d'M,^ r^^^u^"^ 

dx dy dxdy dt 

(A.6) 

(A.7) 

(A.8) 
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APPENDIX B 

MATHEMATCAL MODELING OF UNIFORM CIRCULAR PLATES 
USING HAMILTON'S PRINCIPLE 

The equation of motion, and the corresponding boundary conditions, of a 

vibrating clamped or simply supported uniform circular plate is readily derived via 

Hamilton's principle. It is first derived using rectangular coordinates and then 

transformed into polar coordinates. The case of uniform loading is considered so that free 

vibration may be realized by letting this load vanish. 

If a uniformly distributed load of intensity q acts on such a plate, the load acting 

on an element dxdy (Fig. A. 1) is given by qdxdy = P„. 

Let w - lateral deflection. 

The strain energy in the infinitesimal element is given by 

dV = -D{ 
2 

(d'w d'w ,2„.^-

dx' dy' 
-2(l-v) 

d w d w 

dx' dy' 

^ d'w ^ 

dxdy 
dxdy. (B.l) 

Integrating Equation (B.l) yields the total strain energy given by 

V-JD\\ 'd'w d'w^ 
— r + — r 
dx' dy 

•2(l-v) 
d'w d'w 

dx' dy 

( ;52 A-

dxdy 
•dxdy. CB.2) 

The kinetic energy of the vibrating plate is expressed as 

T = —\\mw'dxdy. (B.3) 

Employing variational principles (the principle of virtual displacements), the virtual work 

done by non-conservative forces is given by 

?>W„^^\\qbwdxdy. (B.4) 
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Assuming a 5w implies a change 5V equal to the work done by external forces (including 

5IJ'̂ ,̂  and that resulting from bending, i.e., M^ and M ,̂, and twisting moments M„. 

along the boundary). The variation in strain (potential) energy is written as 

SV^^Dil J d'w d'w 
5 — r + —T 

[ dx' dy' 
-2(l-v)(5 

d w d w d w 

dx' dy' dxdy 
•dxdy. (B.5) 

Using the Laplacian operator, and expanding the curvature part above yields 

d'w d'w d'w d'w 
5V^DJU V'wV'Sw - 2(1 - v)5 

^n V'wV'5w-(\-v)5 

dx' dy' dxdy dxdy 

d'w d'w d'w d'w 

dxdy dxdy dxdy dxdy 

d'w d'w d'w d'w 

dx' dy' dx' dy' 

•dxdy 

•dxdy 

The divergence relation 

V'wY'Sw = wW'dw - V • (wVV'dw) + V • (V"wV5w), 

can be substituted into Equation (B.6) to give 

5V = D\J V'M>5W-(\-V)5 

d'w ^ d'w d'w _ d'w 
-5 - f - — 5 

dxdy dxdy dxdy dxdy 

d'w , d'w d'w ^ d'w 
-0—; -o-

dx' dy' dx' dy' 

•dxdy. 

(B.6) 

(B.7) 

(B.8) 

Now, 



5!l 
/ a2 \ 
' d w^ 
V ^^' J 

dxdy = 2\\—-
d'w d'5M 

dx' dx 
dxdy 

(7.2 

dx 

= 2jl 

5^w 55vi'' d'w dbw^ 

dx' dx dx' dx 

( -<2 

dx 

d'w d5w 

dx' dx 
d_ 

dx 

dxdy 

5vi' 

(B.9) 

^d'w ^ 

ydx' J 

d'w „ 
H -OW 

dx' 
dxdy. 

Substituting Equation (B.9) into Equation (B.8) and manipulating yields the relation 

5V = D\\ S/'w6w-(\-v)5 

d'w „ d'w d'w ^ d'w 
-5 + 5 

dxdy dxdy dxdy dxdy 

d'w d'w d'w d'w 
T " — 1 T ^ — 2 ~ 

dx dy' dx' dy 

•dxdy. (B.IO) 

5W = \\DV'w5wdxdy + ]\D 

d 

/ a 2 

dy 

d w d w 
-hv 

dy' dx' 

2 \ a2 
-f( l -v) 

dxdy 
5wdx 

dy 

d w d w 
r- + V-

dx' dx' 
+ ( l - v ) 

dxdy 
5wdy 

- ( 1 - v ) 

+ ( l - v ) 

d w d5w 

dxdy dx 

d'w ddw 

dxdy dy 

dx-
' d'w d'w\ddw 

+ v-
dy' dx' 

dy + 
,2 \ d'M' S'li 

-t-v 
dx' dy' 

dy 

dOw 
dx 

dx 

dy. 

We can now employ the moment relations 

Mx 

My 

= -D 
^n2 ;,2 ^ 

d w d M 
dx dy' J 

-D 
( c2 :Q. \ 

d w d w • + v-
dy dx J 

^2 
^ ^ ^ = ( l -v)P» 

d\^ 

dxdy 

(B.l l) 

(B.12) 

(B.13) 

(B.14) 
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, dM d.M,. 
O, = ^-i--

dx dy 

= -D 
/ a 2 

dx 

d'w d'w 
••¥V-

dx' dy' 
+ ( l - v ) 

d'w 

dxdy' 

(B.l 5) 

a = dM.. dM. 
• + - xy 

dy dx 

-D 
d (d'w d'w 2 . . . ^ 

-hv-
dy\dy' dx' 

+ ( l - v ) 
d'w 

dx'dy 

(B.l 6) 

Substituting Equations (B.12)-(B.16) into Equation (B.l 1) yields 

5W = \\DS/'M>5wdxdy 

+ JJ 

dM.. dM\ 
- + -dy dx 

(dM a.v/,,̂  
+ 

dx dy 

„ , . ddw ,^ d5w 
OW + M,„ -H M„ 

"' dx ' dy 

ddw d3M' 
OW- .\l M^ 

) dy dx 

dx 

•dxdy. 

= \\DS/'w8wdxdy + \\ 

( _ „ , . dbw , . dbw 
-0 8w + M^^ -H M^ 

'' dx ' dy 

dx 

( 
^- a5w-M„, 

ddw 

dx 
M. 

dbw\ 

dx 
dy 

(B.17) 

dxdy. 

Neglecting shear and twisting components, the above relation reduces to 

n A (n d5w d5w I 
DV w5w dxdy -i- M dx - M^ dy dxdy, 

•' •' y dy dx ^ 
(B.l 8) 

which can be expressed in the form 

\\DV'W5W dxdy + f - M„ ^-^ ds , 
•' •' •' d n 

(B.19) 
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2 , J..2 where 77 is the normal to plate boundary, ds =dx +dy 

M„ = M, COS" y/-i-2M^,. sinv/cosi//-I-M sin^ i// and y/ is the angle between the 

normal and the x-axis. 

The variation of kinetic energy is given by 

dT = —6\\ mw'dxdy 

= —\\m5w'dxdy 

= \\mw5wdxdy. 

Employing Hamilton's principle 

(B,20) 

*2 

j {5T -5V + 5W„^ )dt^O; 8w^0,t = t, t = tj (B.21) 

Simplifying 

J5Tdt = j{jjmw5wdxdy)dt. 
(B.22) 

Integrating by parts 

j5Tdt = l^ 
t '2 Q 

777w5w|' - —{mw)5w dt 
'. i dt 

dxdy 

-Jl inni'dwdt dxdy 
) 

= -\{\\mwdw dxdy)dt. 

(B.23) 

and substituting Equation (B.23) into Equation (B.21) gives 

j h ^ l JDS/'w + mw-q)5w dxdy + \ M„5---ds 5w\ = 0. (B.24) 
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Since 5w is a virtual displacement, the expressions on the left hand side of Equation 

(B.24) must vanish. 

Thus, 

-{\\DV'w + mw-q) = 0, 
^ ' (B.25) 

=> DW'w + mw-q = 0. 

This is the equation of motion of a vibrating plate subjected to a uniform loading of 

intensity q, and 

M „ 5 ^ = 0 
" 577 (B.26) 

M„=0 

which indicates that at the boundary, the bending moment is zero. 

In order to obtain the equation of motion in polar coordinates. Equation (B.24j is 

transformed using the relations 

X = rcos0, 

y = r sine, (B.25) 

and the chain rule 

~> "> 2 

'•' =x +y. 

dw dw dr dw dB 

dx dr dx dO dx 
^dw \ . ^dw 

- cosy sin6' — . 
dr r dd' 

dw d\v dr dw dO 
• + -

(B.26) 

dy dr dy dO dy ,g ̂ .j^ 

. ^dw 1 ^d^y 

dr r dd 
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and 

d^__d_fdw]dr d (dw\de 

dx' dr[dx Idx'^'de 

= COS0 

1 

J ux ov \dx ) dx 

^ n^^>V 1 • n â M^ 1 dw^ 
cos9—y — sine + sine — 

57-' r drdO r' dO 
(B.28) 

/ 
sine 

d'w dw 1 d'w 1 
cose ^ - - - - s i n e ^ ^ - - s i n e - ^ - - c o s e 

57-5e 57- r dO' 

dw 

~de 

fQy.\ 

dy' dr 

= sine 

1 

\dy J 

dr^ _5_ 

dy de 
de 

r 
sine 

d'w 1 

^dw\ 

dy )dy 

d'w 
-cose 

1 ^dw\ 
7 c o s e — 

57-5e 7- de J 

+-cose 
r 

(B.29) 

. „ d'w _ 5w 1 ^ d'w 1 . ^5w 
sine + cose — -h-cose—- , sme — 

drde dr r dB' r de J 

d'w 

dxdy dr 

= cose 

1 

^5w^ dr 5 

dx de 

dw de_ 
dx 

d'- ^ . ^d w 1 ^ 5w 1 ^ o'w 

s ine—r—r-cose—h-cose— 
57-- r' de r drde 

) 

sine 
dw d'w 1 

cose — -f-sine 
dr drde 

d'w 1 . ^ 5w 
-H—cose—; sine 

7- de' r de 

(B.30) 

„2 d' \ d \ d' 
V = — r + + ^ — T • 

dr' r dr r' dB' 
(B.31) 

Substituting Equations (B.31) into Equation (B.25) yields 

D 
d' 1 5 1 5 ' Y 5 ' 1 5 1 5 2 \ 

•-I-
dr' r dr r' dB' . + + . dr' r dr r' dB' 

w 
d'w 

+ m—^ = 0 
dt' • 

(B.32) 

For an axisymmetric problem, the equation reduces to 

D 
d' ]__d_ 

r dr dr' 

( a2 1 5 
- I -

dr' r dr w 
) 

d'w 
+ m—;- = q. 

dt' 

(B.33) 
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or 

D 
d'w 2 d'w d'w 1 5vi' 

dr' r dr' r' dr' r' dr 
• + • + m-

5^r 

dt' 
q. (B.34) 
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APPENDIX C 

DERIVATION OF THE EQUATION OF MOTION OF LINEARLY 
VARYING CIRCULAR PLATES 

Detailed derivation of the equation of motion of a linearly varying circular plate: 

Begin with moment equations, i.e.. 

M=D 
f ^2 a2 \ 

5 11' 5 w ^ •-hv dx' dy' J 
(C.l) 

M.. = D 
d'w d'w 

• + v-
dy' dx' 

(C.2) 

M, =( l -v )£) 
d'w 

dxdy 
(C.3) 

Differentiating Equations (C.1)-(C.3) appropriately yields the following equations, 

d'M 

dx' 
^ = - D 

(d'w d'w ] ^dDd(d'w d'w] d'D(d'w d'w 
• + v- 2 a , .2 dx dx dy 

+ 2-
dx dx 

• + v-
dx' dy' 

2...\ 

+ -dx' 
• + v-

dx' dy' 
\, (C.4) 

d'M^, 
= - Z) 

^d'w d'w ^ 
• + v-

dy dx'dy ^ 
+ 2 dp_d_ 

dy dy 

( :,2 
d w d w 

•-I-V-

2,.,A P)2 
-h 

d'D I a2 

dy' dx' ) dy' \dy' dx' 

2,..\ d'w d'M 
• + v- (C.5) 

d'M 
xy 

dxdy 
= ( l - v ) 

(d'D d'w dD d (d'w^ 
- + • 

dxdy dxdy dx dx dy 
y^y J 

dD_^ 

dy dy 

f ^2 \ 5 w 

ydX J 
+ D' 

d w 

dx'dy' ^ 
(C.6) 

Now, 

d^M, d'M^ d'M^^ 

dx dy dxdy 
(C.l) 

or intems of time 

d'M, d'M^ , 5 ' ^ x . ^ 5'^'' 
- + r^-2 ^ + 777 1-

dx' dy' dxdy dt' 

-p{x,yj). (C.8) 
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Equations (C.4)-(C.6) are substituted into Equation (C.7) such that. 

D 
d w 

• + 
d'w 

V 

d'w 

dx' dx'dy' dy' 
VI-

dD d I ^2 

dx dx 

d'w d'M> 

dx' 
• + v-

dy' 
+ 2 ^ A 

dy dy 

+ -
d'D (d'w d'w 

dx 

+ ( l - v ) 

dx' 
•-f-v-

dy 
+ 

d'D (d'w 

dy' 

2.,.\ 

5 / 

5Sv 

'd? 
+ 2vD-

5 w 
2 - , . . 2 

d'D d'w ^dD d 
+ 2-

dxdy dxdy dx dx 

Introducing the Laplace notation, 

DV^t• + 2 ^ A v ^ ^ - 2 
dx dx 

^5Hv^ 

dy' 

dx'dy 

dD d (d'w] 

•2vD 

d^w d'w] 
— r + v — r 
dy dx' J 

d'w 

dx'dy' 

+ 2 — 
dy dy ydx' J 

dD 5 d'w 

dx dx dy' 
, 2 . 

+ 2v 
dD d d'w 

^dD d ^2 ^dD d d'w ^ dD d d'w d'D ^2 d'D^, 
+2 V ^ w - 2 r + 2v r--h—r-V'w-f-—r-V-w 

dy dy dx dx dy 

dx dx dy 

^'w -' 
• + 

dy dy dy dy dx' 

d'D d'w d ^ d ^ _ d ^ ^ d'D d'w 

~dx^^^^~dx^ dy' dy' dx' ^ dy' dx' 

d'D d'w ^dD d d'w ^dD d d'w 
+ ( l - v ) • + 2 + 2-

dxdy dxdy dx dx dy' dy dy dx' 

(C.9) 

(CIO) 

Simplifying and rearranging terms yields 

dx dx dy dy dx dy' 

d ^ ^ 2 — — — + ' ^ — — — - 2 — — — - 2 — - ^ — ( C l l ) 
'^^'"'•'^ dx' ^ dx dx dy' ^~ dy dy dx' dx dx dy' dy dy dx' 

^,, , d'D d'w 
+ 2 ( l - v ) . 

dxdy dxdy 

Thus, the equation of motion of a vibrating plate with varying thickness in rectangular 

coordinates is given by 

DV\ i ' + 2 ̂ A v ^ . + 2 ^ - ^ V ^ r - ^ V ^ D V ^ ^ 
dx dx dy dy 

- (1 -v ) 
(d'D d'w ^ d'D d'w d'D d'w] ^ d'w 

(C.i: 

^ - • + —^ r + ' " — r = P(^->'•')• 
dx' dy' dxdy dxdy dy dx' J dt' 
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where 

ydx' dy'y 

D^D(x,y) = [Eh'{x,y)/\2(\-v')l 

V' = 
^ d' 

y5x'' dx'dy' dy' j 

, d' d'^ 
+ 2—^— - + 

777 = ph{x,y). 

In axisymmetric problems, the above equation reduces to 

(C.13) 

2_5_ 
r dr 

D-
dr 

d'w 1 5vi' 
— r + 
dr' r dr 

dD( d'w V dw 
+ — — r + 

dr ydr' r dr 

+ m-^ = p(r,t). (C.14) 
dt' 

For the case where the thickness varies linearly in the x - direction only. 

^^4 ^dD 5 ^2 ^d'D^2 
DV'w + 2 V^w + 2 — - V ' w 

dx dx dx' 
,, ^d'Dd'w d'w 

- ( 1 - V ) — ^ - ^ + 777—^ = ;7(x,>^,0, 
dx' dy dt 

(C.l 5) 

or 

^^4 ^dD d ^2 d'D 
DV'w + 2 V'w + —Y-

dx dx dx 

d'w d'w 2 \ 

dx' 
• + v-

dy' 

d'w 
+ m--p^=p{x,y,t). (C.16) 
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APPENDIX D 

DERIVATION OF E 0 1 : A T I O N (3.15) 

Given, 

r dr 
D — 

dr 

d ( d'w 1 5w^ 
-h — 

dr r dr 

dDfd'w vdw^ 
dr I dr' r dr 

d'w ^ 
+ 777—r = 0. 

dt' 
(D. l ) 

Let w „ = ^ . Substituting D=D/\ h = my"and m = ph into E q n ( B l . l ) yields the 
(I 

relation 

]_d_ 

r dr 
D.r 

n(d\^^\d'w I dw] „Jd'w V dw 
• + 

dr' r dr' r" dr 
+ nr 

J 
•-h-

dr r dr ^ 
• + pm,r""^ = 0 (D.2) 

which can be simplified further to 

5 ^ 

dr 

n+\ a 11' „ 5-ir „.| air „ a-ii' „ , dw] 
r ^rr + i' — T - ' ' — + nr — ^ + 77/- \' — 

57- 57-" 57- dr' dr 
+ ^ r ' ^ = 0. (D,.l, 

Do dr 

Differentiation yields the expression 

/ - ^ + („ + l ) , " ^ \ 
57-' dr' 

d'w „_, 5Si ' „_2 dw „_, d'w 
r -^—r + nr —-1-777- — -

dr dr' 

aw + r — - + n'i 
dr' 

2 . H - l 

or 

d'w 

5^ 
+ 77r 

d'w 

dr 
• + nr V 

„_, o->r 

57--

, - , „^i dw pmr. x+niid'w ^ 
+ 77(77-2)7- -y — + -—°-7-'*"'-*—- = 0 

which may alternatively be written as 

d'w ..n+\ , +[(77 + l ) r " + 7 - " + 7 7 r " l ^ 
dr' L̂  ' hr' 

dr A 

d'w 

dt' 

, / 2 /?-! , n-\ , n-\ / ;- l \ a VI' 
+ (77 7- +777- +727- V - 7 " 1 

dr' 

" - 2 . . ! ^ + [77(77-l)r"-' - 77(77-2)r"--vl — 
dr 

, pfno^j+„i,d'w ^^ 

A dt' 

(D.4) 

(D.5) 

Dividing throughout by r" and simplifying yields the equation 
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d'w 1 d'w 1 d'w 
- + 2(77 + 1 ) - - ^ + 77- +77(1 + V) -1 — 

or r dr *• ^r~ 

+ 77-V-77(l + v) + l — — + -^--^7- ^"'̂  r = 0 

•7-- 57-' 
3 2 . 

dr A, a/-

(D.6) 
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APPENDIX E 

FARFIELD ACOUSTIC RADIATION EQUATIONS 

The continuity equation is used in deriving the wave equation for sound 

propagation (Kompella, 1994). If the velocity potential ((^^ f(x,y,z) is differentiated 

with respect to its spatial coordinates, then the components represent the fluid velocity 

such that the fluid moves in the direction of decreasing velocity potential (fluid flow). 

Sound propagation causes condensation of the fluid medium due to small changes in the 

density of the fluid. These changes, when introduced into the equation of continuity give 

rise to Euler's equations of motion. 

Since the changes in the spatial coordinates are very small compared with the 

acoustic wavelengths, they are neglected such that the equation of motion reduces to the 

familiar one relating to excess pressure above the fluid (hydrostatic) pressure, and is 

given by 

50 p 

dt p 

where pis the instantaneous pressure and p is mean density of the fluid medium. The 

former is the difference between the actual pressure at a point in the presence of sound, 

and the pressure that would exist at the same point, in the absence of sound. 

Adiabatic compression of the fluid results in rapid changes in the pressure and 

density at constant temperature. The thermodynamic principles for adiabatic processes 

are therefore employed to yield the wave equation given by 

5 '0 
^ = rV^(D, (E.2) 

dt' 

which indicates the propagation of any O with a velocity c. 

In sound propagation, spherically diverging waves originating at a point are scattered in 

all directions, and depend only time and distance from the origin Z (Fig. 2.1). The above 

equation , for spherical wave propagation is expressed as 

d\<S>Z) , 5XOZ) 
= c 

dP dZ' 
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The general solution to the above equation is a combination of both outgoing and 

incoming spherical waves diverging from some point with a velocity c, and is given by 

0 = i [ / , ( c ? - Z ) + /,(cr + Z)], (E.4) 

where / , and /' are arbitrary functions which may take the complex exponential form. 

The function 

0 = i / , ( c r - Z ) (E.5) 

is a solution to Equation (E.3). For a monopole (point source) of radius a. harmonically 

vibrating, and hence radiating into an infinite fluid medium at a point z. the exponential 

multiplying the pressure has been found to have the form exp(-/c^r + ikz) (Junger and 

Feit, 1972). Thus 

^ = — exp(-ik(ct - z)). (E.6) 
z 

The differential form of the above equation is 

JO = ̂ ^ exp(-/A:(c/ - z)). (E.7) 
z 

Therefore, for the pulsating (vibrating) monopole with an elemental area dA = 2na„ , 

(I, = ^ ^ ^ e x p ( - / / t ( c r - z ) ) . (E.8) 
z 

The velocity of a particle at the hemisphere is given by 

li' - lim 
^ aol ^ 

a - L-=«„ J 

(E.9) 

Thus 

W = 2K5'exp(-icot). (E-̂ O) 

W 
Let W = W Qxp(-i(ot), thus 5' = - ^ and 

zn 

0 = ^ e x p ( - 7 l ( c r - z ) ) . (E-11) 
2;rr 

Substituting Equation (E.l 1) into Equation (E.l) yields 
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ip ckW 
P = —:^-^AQxp{-ik(ct-zy . (E.l 2) 

In differential form. 

or. 

, ipckW , 
dp = — dAexp(-ik(ct-z)), (E,13) 

ipckW , 
dp = — dA Qxp{-i{cot - kz)). (E. 14) 

2;rz 

Farfleld acoustic pressure: 

For a vibrating planar or nearly planar source, the acoustic pressure is the sum of 

pressures due to infinitesimal surface elements on the source. An elemental area dA (Fig. 

2,1) pulsating in an infinite baffle causes an elemental acoustic pressure given by 

Equation (E.l4) where p and c are the density and speed of sound in the fluid medium, 

respectively; z is the distance from the elemental area to the farfield point at (R,(j),B); 

W is the transverse velocity of the vibrating source. 

Integrating the elemental area over the whole surface of the vibrating source 

yields the acoustic pressure at the farfield, that is 

p ckexp(-ia)t) f„-, , , , ,, .^ ,... 
p = _/ H ^ L i-y Qxp{ikz)dA , (E. 15) 

27rz •', 
A 

which is referred to as the Rayleigh integral. 

If the elemental area is located at a distance /-from the origin (.\-,j'-plane), and at an 

angle a from the x-axis such that the perpendicular from the farfield point to the (x,y-

plane) makes an angle (j) with the x -axis, then the distance z can be found from the 

relation 

z = [P'+7-'-2Prsinecos((/)-a)]"\ (E.16) 

This length is approximated through binomial expansion, and it is expressed as 

z = P - r s i n e c o s ( ^ - a ) + 0 
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At the farfield, R»r , the linear r -term is retained in the exponential of Equation 

(E. 15), whereas the r' -term is dropped, hence kr' / R is negligible. In the exponential, 

terms small compared to unity are neglected; in the denominator, terms small compared 

with R are neglected. Thus the above equation reduces to 

p = -iP '^ "^P^"'^^^ [ W^xpiikR - r sine cos(.|. - a))dA . (E18) 

This can also be written as 

^(^ ,^ ,e , , ) ._ ,^P .^ :£Mz[( f^ izM)l j v(x,;/)expH(cp + r)W^. (E.19) 

where, 

cp = Axsinecos(/), 

Y = ky sinBsin<l>, 

v{x,y) = W. 
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APPENDIX F 

ACOUSTIC RADIATION FROM SURFACE INTEGRATION 

The real acoustic pressure is integrated over the vibrating surface, that is 

Pw = - R e 
2 

\ py'dA 
\A 

(F.l) 

where p^ - surface pressure, and v'=complex conjugate of the surface velocity. The 

Rayleigh integral is substituted into the above equation to give 

Pw = - R e 
2 

. p ck exp(-icot) 

Inz 
\vQxp(ikz)dA' v'dA (F.2) 

The time-dependent term is suppressed since it does not contribute further to the 

development of the problem, therefore 

Pw = - R e 
2 

This may be rewritten as 

Pvî  = - R e 
1 

. p ck f _/P^fvexp(7lz)J^ ' 
J ''77- •r J 

V - " - - A 

v'dA (F.3) 

-I 
. p ck 

~2n \A' 

Qxp(ikz) 
dA' v'dA (F.4) 

Snyder and Tanaka( 1995) used Euler's formula for the exponential term i.e. 

exp(ikz) = cos(kz) + / s in(^), and obtained 

Pw = 
pck 

4K !l 
A A' 

VV 
. sin(fe) 

dA'dA. (F.5) 

Using z = [(x - x')' +{y- y')' " , with i.\-\y) and (x,^) as the source and receiving 

points(farfield), respectively, on the vibrating surface, and employing Maclaurin series 

^(-\y(kzy"'*' . ,. 
expansion sin(A:z) = ^—;: : 77;— yields 

Pw = 

,„=o i2m+iy 

pck^i-iyk -Y'''^" \ fv(x',y)v'(x,v)[(^-x'y +{y-y')' 
4K £^o(2m + l)!iJ. '̂ 

dA'dA (F.6) 



The binomial expansion 

( 'V^t >vr v^'^-'4^rmY2777-2/Y2n (x-x) +{y-y')\ =5] Z Z 
/=0 p=0 £/=0 vO P J \^ ) 

x'"""'x" y-'y" (F.7) 

when substituted into equation (F.6) yields 

Pi I 
_ p ^ ^ (-1)'" Tt;;̂  ̂  ^ ;^2 '^ r777V •s 1 1 1 

2772-2/ \(1]\ 

4K „,=o(2777 + l)!f^ p^ ^ 

•.\v(x' ,y')x'- y dA\v\x,y)x'"-"-'y"-'dA, 

21 

(F.8) 

where 
^a^ 

.b) 
a\l (a-by.b\. This is the general expression for the acoustic radiation from 

surface integration, in rectangular coordinates, where dA'= dx'dy' and dA = dxdy. 

The actual approximation is done by considering m = 0,\ resulting into the seven 

acoustic power radiation terms for (777,/,jt7,̂ ) = (0,0,0,0), (1,0,0,0),(1,0,1,0), (1,0,2,0), 

(1,1,0,0), (1,1,0,1) and (1,1,0,2). 

Substituting the above indices into Equation (F.8) and converting the resulting relations 

into cylindrical coordinates, the seven terms used to calculate the acoustic radiation from 

surface integration approach are as follows: 

Pw = 0000 

pc k 
4K 

3 ; 4 2n'ii 2ni\) 2nr„ 

{\w{r,a)rdrda\\wir' ,a')r'dr'da' 
0 r, Or, 

Kpc'k' {w{r)rdr 

(F.9) 

^ ^ 1 0 0 0 = -

4 7 6 2rt'i) 

pc k • -
27l'il 

_ Kpc k 

12" 

\ \w(r,a)r'(cosa)'drda ^\w(r',a')r'dr'da' 
24K 0 _̂ On 

JM'(7-)7-V7- JM'(7-')7-'C/7-' (F.IO) 
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P^'mo = -
pc'k 

A I 6 2ni\, 

— J J M'(7-,a)7- cosa drda J J M'(r',a' )r'' cosa'dr'da 
"" " '•i O r , 

= 0 (F.11) 

Pir 
pc'k' ""'" 

020 ——jJii'(7-,a)7-^(cosa)- drda j j w(r',a')r'dr'da' 

^ r 4 ' 

;rpc k 
12 

4 'i l / i , 

-jir(7-)7-Vr JM<7-')7-'^7-' (F.12) 

^ > ^ n o o = -

- 4 I 6 2;rr„ 2;rr„ 

——j j w(r,a)rdrda ^^w(r',a')r'' (sina')'dr'da' 
0 r, 0 r, 

4 ^ 6 'o 'i, 

J vi'(7-)ra'7- \w(r')r"dr' 
Kpc k 

12 

(F.13) 

^>i^ i io . = 
pcU 
12;r 

4 7,6 27r'i, 2n'« 

4 ; 6 
P C ^ 

3;r 

[Jw(7-,a)7-- sinac/rc?a j jiv(r',a')7-'^ sina'dr'da' 

Ml 

I w{r)r'dr 

(F.14) 

4 1,6 2;rr„ 27t'ii 

^ ^ 1 1 0 2 - " " ^ J \w(r,a)r'(sina)'drda\ \w(r',a')r'dr'da 
24K 

Kpc k 

Or, 

4 7,6 'il 

\w(r)r'dr \w(r')r'dr' 

(F.15) 

where k ==(0 I c and ii'(7-) = ii'(7-') is the displacement function of the plate under 

investigation. It can be noted that PW|ooo = Pwio2o = ^^uoo = -̂ 1̂102 - therefore, the total 

acoustic power radiation is given by 

P^ = Ŵoooo +4^w,ooo + Pw^o.o (F.16) 
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APPENDIX G 

DETERMINATION OF CONSTANTS P̂  AND P̂  

The solution to the equation of motion for a vibrating circular plate lineariy 

varying in the radial direction has been found to be 

W{r) = B,J2{p47) + BJ\{j34^) + B,P_{p4^) + B,Kyl54^)] (G.I) 

It is assumed here that we have an annular plate with r, and r^^ as the inner and 

outer radii respectively, such that when the former approaches zero, the plate becomes a 

solid circular plate with radius 7-0. The conditions for the clamped case are such that 

dW(r) 
W(r) = 0, and = 0 at the boundaries. 

dr 

The resulting four equations can be represented by the product of the matrices 

given by 

^ .P = 0 (G.2) 

where A is a 4x4 matrix with coefficients Aij, i,j=1..4. B is a 4x1 matrix of unlcnowns 

Bi, i=1..4 and the right hand side is a 4x1 matrix of zero coefficients. The coefficients of 

matrix A are as follows: 

^„ = J,(A), A2 = Y2i^)' A, = h(^) - A4 = ̂ 2(^) • (G-3) 

^ , = y , ( A ) - ^ ^ - j , ( A ) , . < , _ , = } ; ( A ) - ^ ^ - } : ( A ) , 
A A 

^ ^ ^ = / 3 ( A ) , . 2 4 = ^ l ( A ) - ^ 2̂3 = / , ( A ) - ^ ^ ^ = / 3 ( A ) , ^ 2 4 - ^ . W ^ = ^ 3 W - (G.4) 

4 , = 2̂ (aA), ^,2 = Y2(a^)' 3̂3 = ^2(aA), A,, = K2 (aX). (G.5) 
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A,,=J,(aX)-'^^2^-J^(aX),A,,=Y,(aX)-^^^^^^-Y,(aX), 
ccA aX 

. l , = / , ( a A ) - l ^ I ^ - / , , ( a A ) . .4,, = K^aX)-"^^^^-KAaX). (G.6) 
aA aA " 

where a = -JTJVQ and A = / 3 ^ . 

MATHEMATICA software is used in this analysis. The determinant of matrix A 

is the frequency equation whose roots represent the frequency parameters. It is found that 

for \er>' small and positive a (i.e. as the radius r, approaches zero), the frequency factors 

for Equation (G.2) are equal to those of Equation (3.32). It is therefore deduced that 

Pj = P4 = 0 in Equation (3.21). The results are shown in Fig. G.l. 
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— A — a=0 5 

G.l. Variation of modal frequency factor with radii ratio. 
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APPENDIX H 

ROOTS OF TRANSCENDENTAL EQUATIONS 

The following programs are written in MATHEMATICA and converted into text 

format in MS WORD: 

H.l Clamped Linearly Varying Circular Plates 

For[\[Lambda]=6,\[Lambda]<60,\[Lambda]=\[Lambda]+2, 

Print[FindRoot[ 

4 BesselJ[l,\[Lambda]] BesselI[l,\[Lambda]]-

\[Lambda] ( 

BesselJ[0,\[Lambda]]BesselI[l,\[Lambda]]+ 

BesselJ[l,\[Lambda]] Bessell[0,\[Lambda]])=0,{\[Lambda], 

\[Lambda]}]]] 

6\[Rule]5.90568} 

10\[Rule]9.19688} 

12\[Rule] 12.4022} 

16\[Rule] 15.5795} 

18\[Rule] 18.744} 

22\[Rule]21.9015} 

26\[Rule]25.0548} 

28\[Rule]28.2054} 

32\[Rule]31.3542} 

34\[Rule]34.5016} 

38\[Rule]37.648} 

42\[Rule]40.7936} 

44\[Rule]43.9386j 

48\[Rule]47.0832) 

50\[Rule]50.2274} 
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!54\[Rule]53.3713} 

{56\[Rule]56.5149} 

H.2 Uniform Circular Plates 

For[\[Lambda]=6,\[Lambda]<60,\[Lambda]=\[Lambda]+2,Print[FindRoot[ 

BesselJ[ 1 ,\[Lambda]] Bessell[0,\[Lambda]]-

BesselJ[0,\[Lambda]]BesselI[l,\[Lambda]]==0,{\[Lambda], 
\[Lambda]}]]] 

{6\[Rule]4.6109} 

{8\[Rule]7.79927} 

{12\[Rule] 10.9581} 

[14\[Rule]14.1086} 

{18\[Rule] 17.2557} 

{20\[Rule]20.401} 

(24\[Rule]23.5453J 

{26\[Rule]26.6889} 

{30\[Rule]29.8321} 

{34\[Rule]32.975} 

{36\[Rule]36.1176} 

{40\[Rule]39.2601} 

{42\[Ru1e]42.4024} 

{46\[Rule]45.5447} 

{48\[Rule]48.6868} 

(52\[Rule]51.8289} 

!56\[Rule]54.9709} 

{58\[Rule]58.1129} 

H.3 Simply Supported Linearly Varying Circular Plates 

r0=0.274; \[Nu]=l/3; 
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\!\(For[\[Lambda] = 6, \[Lambda] < 40, \[Lambda] = \[Lambda] + 2, 

Print[FindRoot[ 

\((2\ \((2\ r0\^2 - \[Nu])\)\ Bessell[l, \[Lambda]]\ 

BesselJ[0, \[Lambda]] + 

2\ \[Lambda]\ \[Nu]\ Besse11[2. \[Lambda]]\ 

BesselJ[0, \[Lambda]] + 

4\ r0\^2\ Bessell[3, \[Lambda]]\ BesselJ[0, \[Lambda]] -

2\ \[Nu]\ Bessell[3, \[Lambda]]\ BesselJ[0, \[Lambda]] + 

\[Lambda]\ \[Nu]\ Bessell[4, \[Lambda]]\ 

BesselJ[0, \[Lambda]] -

4\ r0\^2\ Bessell[0, \[Lambda]]\ Bessel J [ 1. \[Lambda]] + 

2\\[Nu]\ Bessell[0, \[Lambda]]\ BesselJ[l, \[Lambda]] + 

2\ \[Lambda]\ \[Nu]\ Bessell[0, \[Lambda]]\ 

BesselJp, \[Lambda]] + 

4\ r0\'^2\ Bessell[0, \[Lambda]]\ BesselJ[3, \[Lambda]] -

2\ \[Nu]\ Bessell[0, \[Lambda]]\ BesselJ[3, \[Lambda]] -

\[Lambda]\ \[Nu]\ Bessell[0, \[Lambda]]\ BesselJ[4, \[Lambda]]) 

\) == 0, {\[Lambda], \[Lambda]}]]]\) 

{6\[Rule]3,91851} 

{8\[Rule]7.49225} 

{10\[Rule]10.7535j 

{14\[Rule]13.9545} 

{18\[Rule]17.1319} 

{20\[Rule]20.2975} 

{24\[Rule]23.4563} 

{26\[Rule]26.6109} 

{30\[Rule]29.7626} 

{34\[Rule]32.9123} 

{36\[Rule]36.0606) 
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H.4 Simply Supported Uniform Circular Plates 

Roots of a \n\[Nu] = 1/3; "Input" 

\nFor[\[Lambda] = 1, \[Lambda] < 39, \[Lambda] = \[Lambda] + 2, 

Print[FindRoot[\ 

(l-\[Nu])\ 

(BesselJ[l, \[Lambda]]\\ Bessell[0, \[Lambda]] + 

BesselJ[0, \[Lambda]]\\ Bessell[l, \[Lambda]]) -

2\ \[Lambda]\ BesselJ[0, \[Lambda]]\ \ Bessell[0, \[Lambda]] == 

0, {\[Lambda\[Lambda]}]]] "Input" 

{3 \[Rule] 2.2324} 

{5 \[Rule] 5.4551} 

{9 \[Rule] 8.6134} 

{ll\[Rule] 11.7623} 

{15 \[Rule] 14.9080} 

{19\[Rule] 18.0522} 

{21 \[Rule] 21.1956} 

{25 \[Rule] 24.3385} 

{27 \[Rule] 27.4812} 

{31 \[Rule] 30.6236} 

{33 \[Rule] 33.7658] 

{37 \[Rule] 36.9079} 
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APPENDIX 1 

PLATE DIMENSIONS FOR THIN PLATE THEORY 

The thickness ( /) of the plate will be such that 

0 . 5 % < - < 5 % , (I.l) 
d 

(Ugural, 1981) where d = 2r„ is the diameter of the plate. The three thicknessess (4,8, 

& 14 777777) used in this study conform to the above definition. For the linearly varying 

circular plate, the representative thickness may be taken as the average of the end and 

mid-thicknesses. 
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